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ABSTRACT
Telematics systems development has already become a necessity due to the limited capacity of the road infrastructure.
Transport can thus be better managed; also relevant information can be provided directly into the vehicles. Based
on the development of communication technologies, namely „car-to-infrastructure” (C2I), the requirements are
continuously rising – not only on the on-board units (OBU) but also on the infrastructure equipment and solution
of particular modules for traffic management systems as well. The paper focuses on the design and simulation of
control system in an intelligent unit on infrastructure that will be able to respond to the actual traffic situation and
to communicate with the vehicles. The goal of this paper is to present the possibility of using such units in urban road
infrastructure and to present an approach to traffic nodes management for saturated or over-saturated traffic states.
KEYWORDS: traffic, ITS, telematics, urban traffic control

1. Introduction
Development of urban traffic, as can be seen in periodic traffic
yearbooks in the Czech Republic, is still rising. For example, there
was an increase in traffic of 36% in Prague since 2000. Traffic in
the whole Czech Republic increased of 35% on motorways and I.,
II. and III. class roads.
The number of cars in the Czech Republic in ratio to population
increased of 16% since 2000. The number of cars in Prague is 1
car/1,8 resident. This ratio puts Prague among the cities with the
highest level of motorization in Europe. This trend can be noticed
in other cities in the Czech Republic as well, also in the context
with the economic development of the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe.
The present trend in traffic telematics is acquiring new information
using communication interface “vehicle – infrastructure” (V2I or C2I)
and then the application of this information to inform drivers and
traffic management, including relevant control methods on the level of
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controller optimization at the intersection or in the transport network
in general. The vehicle have to be equipped by a communication unit for
the “vehicle – infrastructure” communication, which is in the vehicle
usually a part of the OBU (On-board Unit), in the infrastructure
located on the RSE (Road-Side Equipment).
Another option for modern telematic systems is a communication
among vehicles themselves, resp. their OBUs. This communication is
called V2V (or C2C), and as well as V2I communication is a part of
the cooperative systems.
DSRC system (Dedicated Short-Range Communication) is
the most frequently used for V2I communication. It is a wireless
communication, using frequency band 5,8 – 5,9 GHz. This frequency
band is earmarked specially for the use in road transport. Other
communication options are RFID systems, CALM, WiFi, etc. There
are systems waiting for put into practise, which provide traffic
information and communication between node/traffic controller
and vehicle.
CALM architecture could help the development of “vehicle –
infrastructure” communication. CALM (Communication Access for
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Land Mobile) is a package of standards developed by International
Standardization Organization (ISO), enabling communication of
any ITS application using any wireless technology. CALM defines
the interface for wireless communication for medium and long
distance at mutual high speeds. The network layer contains other IP
protocols as well (CALM FAST).
The advantage of direct communication between vehicle and
infrastructure is the use of this communication for information
distribution and also as the input for new control algorithms
(including managing of oversaturated road network). To be able to
achieve this, construction of specialized infrastructure is necessary.
This issue is discussed in the ALFA program, funded by TAČR
(TA02031360) – Universal Intelligent Control Unit (UNIR).

2. Traffic management in
oversaturated networks
In this chapter, the description of the chosen suitable method is
presented in more details. The method is called split optimization
and it is being developed in cooperation with the UNIR project for
possible testing and implementation into universal control unit.
The basic features of the split optimization and demonstration of its
specific use in isolated signalized intersection are below. The aim
is to use the methodology on other traffic situations, even though
the method is primary for intersections, and thus transform and
verify the method in simulation.
The aim of the split optimization is to find the optimal signal
program for the following control cycle based on current traffic
situation [1]. The goal is to react and adapt to the actual available
information about the traffic flow, not to change the control in
the long-term (such as hours). This means that the signal plan is
updated after each cycle, similar to the control method based on
queue lengths.
The adaptive control is proposed as an extension over the
classical dynamic control. However the response to the most
variable features of the traffic flow remains at the level of dynamic
control i.e. especially extension of the phases or the phases selection
is not affected by the adaptive control. Adaptive control “just”
adapts maximum duration of each phase in a dynamic control, resp.
its inclusion into the extension traffic area or coordinated group of
traffic lights.

3. Choice of optimization
parameters
In the proposed control method, the utilization of intersection
entrances and the delays of vehicles are the chosen optimization
parameters [1].
Generally, the split optimization normally optimizes the queue
lengths, or according to reserve of the entrances utilization (reserve
of traffic lights capacity). Both cases are similar, because of high
entrance utilization over a value 1 (insufficient capacity of traffic
lights) generates (or extends) queue length (number of vehicles) in
the amount corresponding to the surplus of the capacity.

4

Optimization according to reserve of intersection entrances
utilization is one of the chosen optimization method. The advantage
of this method is that it aims to compensate the utilization of
all intersection entrances, i.e. primarily to minimize the passage
of vehicles in more cycles of traffic lights. By traffic detection on
the intersection entrances we observe the ratio of input flow and
capacity of traffic lights (output flow of vehicles) given by the green
time, cycle time and saturated flow. But with the condition of the
same utilization of all entrances (optimal state) it means that if the
entrance utilization is over a value of 1 there are longer queues for
the overloaded entrance then for the other entrances. Travel time in
long and short queues is then similar, causing larger total delay of
all vehicles in the intersection and worse PI (performance index),
comparing to supporting the overloaded directions. Capacity
condition also leads to the selection of the maximum cycle time,
which does not have to be always advantageous for travel time. For
this reason, the capacity condition is not the only optimization
criterion in the proposed method.
Another parameter, the degree of saturation, was found unsuitable
as the optimization criterion because it depends on the relationship
between intersection inputs and road parameters and does not have
direct relation to the creation of queues and delays.
Optimization according to the length of queues (i.e. according
to the difference between the input flow and capacity of traffic
lights) needs not to be beneficial for the performance index of all
vehicles. While it leads to similar lengths of queues at all entrances,
in principle it does not distinguish how long vehicles stay in these
queues. Although it appears that queues of the same length support
the directions with higher flows (where vehicles are delayed shorter
time), the delay in this type of optimization is not the direct
optimization criterion. This was the reason, why the delay was
chosen as the second optimization criterion in the proposed control
method.
It is clear, that optimization according to delay of vehicles can
lead to the situation, when the minimum delay of all vehicles means
queue generation of in some intersection entrance even when for
another optimization the queue does not form at all. That’s why
the optimization algorithm is set that if there is a risk of exceeded
entrance utilization value, the preferred criterion is the entrances
utilization instead of total delay of vehicles.

4. Utilization of intersection
entrance for optimization
The reserve of utilization of intersection entrances, resp. the
capacity reserve on light signalling equipment, is the first
optimization criterion. In order to determine the reserve of
utilization, it is first necessary to determine the actual capacity of
the light signalling equipment. With the capacity of light signalling
equipment for the intersection entrances, to the demands N of
these entrances – outputs from the model – are compared. This
comparison is characterized by the utilization of the intersection
entrance ρ [1].
The aim is therefore that all vehicles present at the entrance
of the intersection passed the intersection in one cycle. The
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minimum green time which allows passage for all current vehicles
entering the intersection is given by the following relation:
(1)

N

qs
t gs

Number of vehicles at the intersection entrance, which is
going to drive through the intersection in a given cycle (veh)
Saturated flow at the entrance to the intersection (veh/hr)
Minimum (required) green time for the passage of all the
vehicles at the intersection entrance (sec)

For the current proposed maximum green time, the following
relation applies:

3600

tg

Nc
qs

Number of vehicles N is the output from the mathematical
model based on the data measurement on intersection detectors and
the data transferred using V2I communication. With the knowledge
of relations (1) and (2), the utilization of the intersection entrance is
expressed also by the time the green times as follows:

t gs
tg

(3)

U Intersection entrance utilization coefficient
t g Proposed green time for appropriate intersection entrance (s)
t gs Minimum (required) green time for the passage of all the
vehicles at the intersection entrance (sec)
Optimization is then performed that it attempts to minimize
the maximum capacity reserve of the intersection entrance for the
proposed signal program. The relations (1) and (2) apply, provided
that the vehicles are passing the light signalling equipment
“productively” in the saturated flow. The reality is slightly different,
but due to the subsequent ratio utilization in the equation (3), this
deviation can be neglected.

¦t
i

i
J
n
N
td 1
td 2
t dc
t dc1
t dc 2

(2)

N c Maximum number of vehicles at the entrance, which can
pass the intersection in a given cycle at the proposed signal
program (veh)
qs Saturated flow at the entrance to the intersection (veh/hr)
t g Proposed green time for appropriate intersection entrance (sec)

U

J

dc

¦
i

tdc1  tdc 2

§

N

¦ ¨© ¦ t
i

1

d1

N
·
n  ¦ td 2 n ¸ o min
1
¹

(4)

Intersection entrance index
Optimization criterion
Order of the vehicle at the intersection entrance
Number (claim) of vehicles at the intersection entrance (veh)
Average delay time of one vehicle on the signals (sec)
Average delay time of one vehicle in the queue (s)
Total delay time of all vehicles at one intersection entrance
(sec · veh)
Total delay time of all vehicles on the signals at one intersection
entrance (sec · veh)
Total delay time of all vehicles in the queue at one intersection
entrance (sec · veh)

The resulting delay time is not possible to directly transform
as an optimization criterion for the selection of a suitable cycle
time and green time, because it is not dependent on the proposed
signals, but on the current signals, resp. currently measured traffic.
Total delay estimation for any (proposed) signal set is possible
to do through the knowledge of current claim N of vehicles at
the intersection entrances. During the split optimization, it is
therefore necessary to estimate the delay on the signals different
from the actual values, depending on the proposed arrangement
of the signal program and the current claim N .
Vehicle delays t d 1 on the signals during the cycle time depend
on the random arrivals of the vehicles at the intersection. We are
now not considering a coordinated section where this randomness
does not apply and the delay time decreases significantly. In the
case when the vehicle arrives at the green or yellow1 signal, the
delay time is zero. In the case when the vehicle arrives at the red or
red-yellow2 signal, the delay time varies – corresponds to the time
to the beginning of the green signal.
This situation is well illustrated in Fig. 1, where the purple
curve shows the vehicle delay depending on the arrival time at
the signalized intersection. The horizontal axis shows the elapsed
time, and the vertical axis displays the delay time of the individual
vehicle. The proposed cycle time is indicated as tc and the
proposed green time as t g . The largest delay is always just at the
beginning of the red signal, the value of the delay equals to the red
signal time plus red-yellow signal time (incl. in the red part in the
Fig. 1).

5. Delays of vehicles on the light
signals for optimization
During the split optimization, one of the optimization criteria
are delays of vehicles on light signalling equipment. The delays
of vehicles can be divided into two components: the delay t d 1 on
signals itself during the cycle time, and the delay t d 2 in a queue.
The queue is considered here as a case where the vehicles are
passing the intersection during more than one cycle. Then the
optimization criterion [1] can be written as follows:
7PMVNFr*TTVFr'FCSVBSZ

Fig. 1. Delay time on the signals depending on the arrival time at
the signalized intersection [1]
1
Transition signal between the green and the red signal used in the Czech
Republic and more countries.
2
Transition signal after the red before the green signal used in the Czech Republic and more countries.
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The total delay time t dc1 on the signals in case of random
vehicle arrivals for proposed cycle time t c and green time t g then
corresponds to the product of the number (claim) of vehicles at
the intersection entrance and the average vehicle delay time of one
vehicle. The formula can be obtained based on Fig. 1. The average
delay time of one vehicle t
is the total delay time per cycle
d1
divided by the cycle time.

tdc1

N

¦t

d1

n

N  td 1

N

1

N
tc
t dc1
td 1

tg

t c t g
2  tc

2

(5)

Number of vehicles at the intersection entrance, which is going
to drive through the intersection in a given cycle (veh)
Proposed cycle time (sec)
Expected total delay time on signals (sec)
Expected average delay time on signals (sec)
Proposed green time for the appropriate intersection entrance
(sec)

The delay on signals shown above applies to all vehicles entering
the intersection and practically depends only on the randomness of
arrivals of the vehicles at the intersection.
The second part of the vehicle delay then reflects the time spent
in the queue for those vehicles which fall into the queue. The time
spent in the queue corresponds to the number of the cycles during
which the vehicle not passes the intersection. Number of vehicles
N c , which passes the intersection during one proposed cycle
time, resp. one proposed green time, is derived from the current
claim N of vehicles at the intersection entrance and utilization of
the intersection entrance U . Relation (6) follows from (2) after
substituting (1) and (3).

Nc
N

Nc
qs
tg
t gs

U

qs
tg
3600

N  tg

N

t gs

U

The total delay in the queue of all vehicles at the signalized
intersection entrance is then determined in (7) on the basis of Fig.
2 and knowledge of the relation (6). The value in square brackets
corresponds to the area in the scope in the units of U 7KH¿UVW
part corresponds to the shaded area of the entire rectangles in Fig. 2,
the second part to the rest of the shaded area.

N
tc
t dc 2
tg

U
Uf

(7)

Number of vehicles at the intersection entrance, which is
going to drive through the intersection in a given cycle (veh)
Proposed cycle time (sec)
Expected total delay time in the queue (s)
Proposed green time for appropriate intersection entrance (sec)
Intersection entrance utilization coefficient
Integer part of the intersection entrance utilization coefficient

The total delay of all vehicles at the entrance is then obtained
by summing the two parts according to (4), i.e.

(6)
t dc

Number of vehicles at the intersection entrance, which is going
to drive through the intersection in a given cycle (veh)
Number of vehicles at the entrance, which can pass the
intersection in a given cycle for the proposed green time (veh)
Saturated flow at the entrance to the intersection (veh/hr)
Proposed green time for appropriate intersection entrance (sec)
Minimum (required) green time for the passage of all the
vehicles at the intersection entrance (sec)
Intersection entrance utilization coefficient

ª U 1 2  U 1
º
f
f
tc «
 U  Uf Uf »
»
U «
2
¬
¼

N

tdc 2

tdc

With the knowledge of the number of vehicles N c able to
pass the intersection during the cycle time, we can now derive the
total delay in the queue t dc 2 of all the vehicles at the intersection
entrance. Some vehicles from N , i.e. from 1 to the number N c ,
is not delayed in the queue. Another part, from N c  1 to 2 N c , is
delayed for one cycle, etc.
This situation is shown at Fig. 2. The purple dashed line shows
the model of delays in the queue for the particular part of the
vehicles at the intersection entrance. The shaded portion represents
the overall delay t dc 2 of all vehicles at the intersection entrance.

6

Fig. 2. Delay time in the queue depending on the number of
vehicles at the signalized intersection entrance [1]

t dc1
t dc 2

tdc1  tdc 2

N

t c t g
2  tc

2



ª U 1 2  U 1
º
f
f
tc «
 U  Uf Uf »
»
U «
2
¬
¼

N

(8)

Expected total residence time at the intersection entrance (sec)
Expected total residence time on signals at the intersection
entrance (sec)
Expected total residence time in the queue at the intersection
entrance (sec)

6. Microsimulation
The above methodology was simulated in suitable simulation
environment. In the UNIR project, the goal is to simulate the
control unit itself, not only for the intersection control using the
split optimization, but also as a separate functional element or
component for “vehicle-infrastructure” communication, containing
the control part and also navigation, informing the drivers etc. In
the first stage, a model of isolated intersection was used as it is
suitable in terms of testing of the proposed algorithm.
The proposed split optimization was simulated on the “ideal”
intersection and the algorithm was implemented onto the simulation
tool AIMSUN. This tool seems appropriate because it allows creation
of software extensions without necessity to purchase special software

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2013
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modules. The tool consists of SW AIMSUN for simulation and allows
to create the extensions programmed in language C or Python.
It is not possible to create a universal simulation for any traffic
control, that is why an example of “common” four legged intersection
was created to verify the proposed algorithm [1]. Communications
are bidirectional, lane width is 3,5m, maximum speed is 50km/h.

their possible solutions. The described methodology was tested in
AIMSUN-GETRAM simulation environment, which was chosen
as suitable for these purposes. It offers an option of programming
in C++ language. The results of simulation using the described
algorithm have improvement approximately 15%, which can be
considered as practically achievable results in real traffic. If we consider
dynamic interventions that improve the capacity by 10-20% according
to the defined area, we can reach even further increase of capacity
by using the suitable algorithm.
Acknowledgements
This work has been supported by the Technology Agency of
the Czech Republic under project no. under the research project
UNIR (TAČR TA02031360)

Fig. 3. Situation scheme of the intersection [1]

The results of the test show an improvement in the tens % on
the simulated ideal intersection. The proposed system of adaptive
control is robust enough. It does not response to each vehicle, but
it works with accurate data. Response to individual vehicles is
performed by dynamic control according to common practices.
Model data are smoothed so that the response is not slow too
much. The model of delay estimation is during smoothing set
so that precedes information from direct measuring. Direct
measuring is loaded with delay, as we find out the travel time at
the moment, when the vehicle passes the controlled intersection.
The same applies in the case of queue dissipation. Model is set
up so it can filter out the excesses caused by stopping of vehicles
for transport reasons or blocking the queue by another one when
the queues merge in front of the extension detector.

7. Conclusion
The article describes a methodology suitable for a control
algorithm implementation, where the capacity of transport network
is considered, exactly emerging negative reserves of capacity and

7PMVNFr*TTVFr'FCSVBSZ
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ABSTRACT
One of the ways to improve track circuits is associated with transfer of equipment to modern microelectronic
element base and with using new more advanced signal processing techniques. In paper the various methods to
improve interference immunity of tonal track circuits have been considered. It was proposed instead of periodic
amplitude shift keying signals use the phase shift keying signals with six-bit Hamming code. This will allow to
expand the number of selective marks and to increase the information redundancy of signal. As a result, the
probability of correct detection of such signal under influence of interferences will increase. The expedience
of using the correlation demodulation with receiving code combination by symbols also has been shown. The
efficiency of proposed methods is confirmed by the results of simulation.
KEYWORDS: tonal track circuit, interference immunity, differential phase shift keying, correlation detector

1. Introduction
In Ukraine the tonal jointless track circuits with frequencies
from 420 Hz to 5555 Hz are widely used to detection the vacancy
of track sections and the integrity of rails. In such circuits the track
transmitter generating amplitude-modulated signal is connected
to the two track receivers. To eliminate mutual influence in
the adjacent track circuits the different carrier and modulating
frequencies are used [1-3].
Track circuits are operated under the impact of various interferences
from traction current, adjacent track circuits, automatic train control
signals etc. In recent years the spectrum of interferences extended
due to the emergence of new types of rolling stock with asynchronous
traction engines [4]. Receiver of track circuit performs the detection
of amplitude-modulated signal under the influence of interferences.
As a result, errors can occur in two forms: 1) nondetection a train
shunt or damage of rails; 2) false detection of shunt or damage, in
their absence. Errors of the second kind are non-dangerous, but
may cause a delay of trains. Errors of the first kind are dangerous
because they can lead to a collision or descent of trains. Thus, the
safety of train traffic in many respects depends from the interference
immunity of track circuits.
In the tonal track circuits analogue methods of forming
and processing of signals are used. One of the ways to improve
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track circuits is associated with transfer of equipment to modern
microelectronic element base. This will allow using new more
advanced signal processing techniques.
The purpose of this paper is the search new, more interference
immunity methods of forming and processing of signals in tonal
track circuits.

2. Modulation methods
In tonal track circuits the amplitude shift keying (ASK) with
modulation frequencies 8 Hz or 12 Hz is used. Spectrum of ASK
signal contains a carrier frequency, and upper and lower sidebands
with the odd harmonics of modulation signal. Since the main
energy of signal is concentrated in the main petal of the spectrum,
it can be assumed that the effective width of the spectrum is equal
'FASK | 2 F , where F is the frequency of modulating signal [5].
Consider the features of other modulation methods.
In frequency shift keying (FSK) the carrier frequency varies
depending on the modulating signal. FSK signal can be considered as
the sum of two amplitude shift keying signals with carrier frequencies
which differ from each other at double frequency deviation. This
allows us to consider the FSK spectrum as a result of aliasing two
ASK spectrums. Given that the effective width of spectrum is equal
'FFSK | 2 F  2'f m , where 'f m is the frequency deviation [5].

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2013
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In phase shift keying (PSK) the value of modulation signal
affects the initial phase of the carrier signal. In the case of a binary
PSK the signal can also be considered as the sum of two ASK signals
with opposite initial phases. In the spectrum of such signal the
carrier frequency is absent and the amplitude of sidebands is twice
higher than in the ASK spectrum. Taking into account the first
harmonics of sidebands the effective width of PSK spectrum is equal
'FPSK | 2 F [5]. More frequently the differential phase shift keying
(DPSK) is used. At such modulation the information parameter
is not the absolute value of initial phase, but the difference in the
initial phases of the adjacent symbols. This simplifies the operation
algorithm of the phase demodulator. The process of forming the
DPSK signal can be reduced to the case of forming the PSK signal
by re-encoding the binary sequence.
It is known that the frequency and phase shift keying provide
better interference immunity than the amplitude shift keying [5,
6]. ASK and DPSK signals have spectrums practically the same
width. Spectrum FSK signal is wider than the spectrum of ASK
signal by the value 2'f m that increases the power of harmonic
interferences in the receiver bandwidth. Thus, the use of differential
phase shift keying in tonal track circuits is reasonable.

3. Coding methods
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(n  1)!

The boundaries of redundancy at dmin = 4 were determined
using such rule: to achieve the even minimum code distance the bit
of parity should be added to the code with odd minimum distance,
which is one less than initial [8]. The results of calculations for
different values of dmin and n are shown in Table 1. As seen from
the results, the addition of one check elements allows detecting
one wrong bit (dmin = 2). An example of such code is a code with
check of parity units. Two or three check elements are required to
be able detecting two errors (dmin = 3). However, the four-bit and
five-bit codes allow transmitting only two information elements
that is not sufficient for the considered problem. Addition of three
or four check elements provides the ability to detect three errors
(dmin = 4). In this case, four-bit and five-bit codes contain only one
data element, and six-bit code – two data elements that also does not
allow obtaining the six working combinations. Thus, the maximum
interference immunity at the required number of data elements is
provided by codes with the following parameters: 1) n = 6, k = 3,
dmin = 3; 2) n = 7, k = 4, dmin = 4; 3) n = 8, k = 4, dmin = 4.
Table 1. The minimum number of check elements for code
combinations of various lengths

In tonal track circuits the periodic modulation signals are used.
Two selective marks of signal (carrier frequency and modulation
frequency) are used for the separation of adjacent track circuits.
The transition from periodic to the coded modulation signals will
allow to expand the number of selective marks and to increase the
information redundancy of signal. As a result, the probability of
correct detection of such signal under influence of interferences
will increase. Signal encoding also allows implementing additional
code separation adjacent track circuits. In paper [7] the expedience
of using in tonal track circuits the six different working code
combinations (three combinations for even and odd track) has been
shown. When using of the three carrier frequencies it will provide
the eighteen different track circuits.
For transmission the six different messages the code combination
must include at least three information binary elements. To increase
interference immunity of messages the check elements must be added
to the information part of code combination. Suppose that m is the
number of data elements, n is the total number of elements in the
message, k n  m is the number of redundant (check) elements.
Then from the 2n possible messages only 2m code combinations are
allowed. With increasing minimum distance (d) between the working
combinations, i.e. with increasing number of different symbols in
combinations, interference immunity is improving. Correcting code
allows to detect r errors, if the minimum code distance d min t r  1 .
The minimum required number of check elements can be
found with help of Gilbert-Varshamov bound [8]

§ d min  2
·
kmin t log 2 ¨1  ¦ Cni 1 ¸
¨
¸
i 1
©
¹

Ci

where n 1 i !(n  1  i)! . Inequality (1) was used to determine
the boundaries of redundancy at dmin = 2 and dmin = 3.

(1)

Minimum code
distance

Number of check elements at various number of
total elements
n=4

n=5

n=6

n=7

n=8

dmin = 2

1

1

1

1

1

dmin = 3

2

3

3

3

3

dmin = 4

3

4

4

4

4

The Hamming code and code with repetition and inversion
that shown in Table 2 are the six-bit codes with minimum distance
dmin = 3. Both of these codes provide the same interference immunity
and information redundancy. However, the frame synchronization
at data transfer is easier implemented when using the Hamming
code, because the cyclic shift of any working combination does
not lead to the emergence of another working combination. At the
same time, for code with repetition and inversion such transitions
are possible. For example, the cyclic shift of working combination
number 2 may lead to combinations number 5 or 8 (see Table 2).
Table 2. Binary codes with minimum code distance dmin = 3

Number of
working
combination

Code with
repetition and
inversion

Hamming Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

000 000
001 110
010 101
011 011
100 011
101 101
110 110
111 000

000000
010101
100110
110011
111000
101101
011110
001011
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Seven-bit code with the minimum distance dmin = 4 may be
obtained by adding parity bit to the code Hamming. However,
this code also does not allow realizing the frame synchronization,
because the cyclic shift of one working combination may cause
other working combination.
The eight-bit code with repetition and inversion, as well as
modified code Bauer, which is using in the automatic train control
system ALS-EN [9] have minimum code distance dmin = 4. Such
codes allow obtaining the sixteen data combinations.
Thus, the use of six-bit Hamming code at forming the working
combinations in tonal track circuits is reasonable. The first code
combination containing only zero elements should not be used
to simplify the selection of clock signal. The use of modified code
Bauer is appropriate in cases when more than eight working
combinations are needed.

4. Demodulation methods
In tonal track circuit the receiver contains bandpass filter of
carrier frequency, envelope detector, amplitude limiter, bandpass
filter of modulation frequency and threshold element [2]. If the
signal amplitude at the input of threshold element exceeds the
reference value, it is considered that the track section is clear
and the track relay is turned. The bandpass filters and amplitude
limiter provide the protection of receiver from interferences.
Transition from the traditional envelope detector to the correlation
detector will allow improving interference immunity of the track
receiver [10]. The correlation receiver of PSK signal determines the
mutual correlations between the received signal and the reference
signals that corresponding to the two possible values of symbols

Q1 (n)

Q2 (n)

2
T

2
T

( n1)T

³

[ (t )cos Z0t M01 dt

(2)

[ (t )cos Z0t M02 dt

(3)

nT

( n1)T

³

nT

where T is the duration of one symbol, [ (t ) is the received
signal, Z0 is the carrier frequency, M01 and M02 are the initial
phases of reference signals. The decision about value of each symbol
is accepted by comparing the mutual correlations Q1 and Q2 between
themselves. At the end of each frame the received code combination
is compared with the reference combination the given track circuit.
When using digital signal processing the integration operation
in expressions (2) and (3) is replaced by summation operation

Q1

10

2
M

M 1

¦ [ ( NTs )cos(Z0 NTs M01 )

N

0

(4)

Q2

2
M

M 1

¦ [ ( NTs )cos(Z0 NTs M02 )

N

(5)

0

where M is the number of samples during one symbol, Ts is the
sampling interval.
Unlike data transmission systems in track circuits the code
combination that need detect is known beforehand. Through this,
receiving of code combination as a whole can be performed. In
this case the mutual correlation between the received signal and
the reference signal corresponding to the whole codeword the
given track circuit is calculated

Q

2
nM

nM 1

¦ [ ( NTs )s0 ( NTs )

N

(6)

0

where n is the number of symbols in codeword, s0 ( NTs ) is
the samples of reference signal. The detecting of code combination
is performed by comparing the obtained mutual correlation (6)
with some threshold value h.

5. Simulation
To investigate the interference immunity of various signal
processing methods in tonal track circuits the simulation using
statistical testing was carried out. In first stage the immunity
of receiver from the signals of adjacent track circuits was
investigated. The track circuit that was chosen as object of testing
has the following parameters: type of manipulation is DPSK,
carrier frequency is 480 Hz, manipulation frequency is 12 Hz,
code combination is 110011, input impedance of receiver is
140 Ohms, amplitude of the signal at receiver input in normal
mode is 1 V. The signal that was used to simulate the influence
of adjacent track circuit has the same frequency and amplitude
parameters, but different code combination – 100110. Failure of
track receiver from adjacent signal may occur if several symbols of
the code combination will be received with errors. To simulate the
possible distortions of code combination the white Gaussian noise
was added to the adjacent signal. Demodulation of the received
signal was performed in accordance with the expressions (4), (5)
or (6). In case receiving by symbols the value of each symbol was
determined by comparing the mutual correlations (4) and (5),
and then the received code combination was compared with the
reference combination of given track circuit. Thereafter the error
ratio of first kind was calculated

K er1

N er1
N

(7)

where Ner1 is the number of codeword coincidences (failures
of receiver), N is the total number of transmitted code frames.
In the simulation the signals length of 10000 frames were used.
When receiving codeword as a whole the mutual correlation (6)
was compared with the threshold value h, the number of failures
Ner1 was counted and the error ratio (7) was calculated.
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The dependence of error ratio Ker1 from white noise power Pn
that obtained as result of simulation is given in Fig. 1. The simulation
results show that the receiving by symbols provides better immunity
to signals of the adjacent track circuits. When receiving codeword
as a whole, increasing the threshold value h reduces the probability
of receiver failure.
Currently the periodic ASK signals with different modulation
frequencies are applied in tonal rail circuits of parallel tracks. To
investigate the mutual influence of such track circuits the simulation
was carried out. During simulation the sum of white Gaussian
noise and ASK adjacent signal with the same carrier frequency,
amplitude but different modulation frequency was supplied to the
receiver input of one track circuit. Demodulation was performed
by the correlation method in accordance with the expression (6).
The threshold value was chosen h = 0.85, the modulation frequency
was taken into account when determining the length of symbols.
Since the modulation signal is periodic, then the codeword was
considered as combination 101010. In the simulation the number
of receiver failures Ner1 was counted and the error rate of first
kind calculated (7). The simulation results (see Fig. 1) show that
transition from the periodic ASK signals to the coded DPSK
signals allows significantly improve the interference immunity of
tonal track circuits.

Fig. 1. Error ratio of first kind at influence the signal of adjacent track
circuit and white noise: receiving by symbols (1), receiving of
codeword as a whole at h = 0.85 (2), receiving of codeword as
a whole at h = 0.75 (3), receiving of ASK signal (4)

In the next stage of simulation the errors of second kind (false
occupation of track section) were investigated. For this purpose
the white Gaussian noise was added to the signal of own track
circuit at different values of signal/noise ratio (Ps/Pn). Thereafter
the demodulation of received signal was performed and the error
ratio of second kind was calculated

K er2

N er2
N

(8)

where Ner2 is the number of errors (skips of own codeword),
N is the total number of transmitted code frames. The simulation
results (see Fig. 2) show that the receiving by symbols provides
the lowest number of errors at the detecting of own signal. When
receiving codeword as a whole, rising the threshold value h
increases the error ratio of second kind.
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6. Conclusion
Currently the tonal track circuits use the amplitude shift
keying with periodic modulation signal that provides the least
interference immunity. It is caused to the ease of implementation
such modulation when using analog technology. One of the ways
to improve track circuits is associated with transfer of equipment
to modern microelectronic element base and using new more
advanced signal processing techniques.
It is proposed following methods to improve the interference
immunity of tonal track circuits:
tTransition from the periodic amplitude shift keying signals to
the coded phase shift keying signals;
tUse the six-bit Hamming code at forming the working
combinations;
tUse the correlation method of demodulation with receiving
code combination by symbols.
The efficiency of these methods is confirmed by the results of
performed simulation.

Fig. 2. Error ratio of second kind at influence the signal of own track
circuit and white noise: receiving by symbols (1), receiving of
codeword as a whole at h = 0.85 (2), receiving of codeword as a
whole at h = 0.75 (3)
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ABSTRACT
There are nowadays more intelligent information systems in transport, and the RFID technology (radio frequency
identification) is increasingly expanding, particularly for its versatility and ability to use without the need for
constant renewal of the technical base (no need for regular investment, only for this technology use). Following
the oversized transport used for the automotive industry, this technology plays major role in information system
between producer / production plants and suppliers. In the event that the producer uses the RFID technology for
automated recognition and reception of goods, an RFID chip needs to be attached to each pallet. The data on the
chip contain exact data about specification of panels on the pallet as well as the quantity of panels on the pallet
and the order of panels. The information contained on the RFID chip ensures factories a reduction of time for
checking the goods in terms of goods type of and their frequencies. The RFID technology is a critical transportation
technology capable of providing carriers the required information in real time and is also affordable. The link
between software and RFID technology – the GPS system is an important aspect, because it is possible to attach
additional information to the goods directly via the GPS system. In our contribution we describe the possibilities
of that technology.
KEYWORDS: GPS, RFID, oversized transport

1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are a common
and useful tool in manufacturing, supply chain management, and
inventory control. Industries as varied as microchip fabrication,
automobile manufacturing, and even cattle herding have deployed
RFID systems for automatic object identification. For over
twenty years, consumer items have been identified with optical
barcodes. One familiar optical barcode is the Universal Product
Code (UPC), designed in 1973 and found on many consumer
products [2]. More recently, RFID has made inroads into the
consumer object identification market. Silicon manufacturing
advancements are making low-cost RFID, or “smart label”,
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systems an economical replacement for optical barcode. RFID
systems consist of radio frequency (RF) tags, or transponders,
and RF tag readers, or transceivers. Tag readers interrogate tags
for their contents by broadcasting an RF signal. Tags respond by
transmitting back resident data, typically including a unique serial
number. RFID tags have several major advantages over optical
barcode systems. Tag data may be read automatically: without
line of sight, through no conducting materials such as paper or
cardboard, at a rate of several hundred tags per second, and from
a range of several meters. Since tags typically are a silicon-based
microchip, functionality beyond simple identification may be
incorporated into the design. This functionality might range from
integrated sensors, to read/write storage, to supporting encryption
and access control.
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2. The process of loading and
transport of palettes labeled
by IRFD chip within the
oversized transport

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of RFID technology [6]

This technology represents the foundation of the information
system between a producer/ production plant and a supplier in
connection to the oversized transport used in an automotive
industry. In the case that a production plant uses RFID technology
for recognizing and automatic acceptance of goods it is necessary
that every palette is labeled precisely by the RFID chip and data
which is stored on the chip would specify exactly the type of part
on the palette, quantity of parts on the palette as well as exact order
of particular parts on the palette. Specific information written
on the RFID chip will provide a reduction of checking time for
accepted goods from the viewpoint of the type of goods and its
amount (see Figure 2).
In the case there is a missing part on the palette while RFID
chip contains the information about the missing part (a mistake
of automated line on the supplier side or a mistake in data from
a producer), the goods will be accepted, however in the moment
of palette entrance with incorrectly loaded parts into automated
inventory, the system will report the mistake. As a next step, the
missing part has to be adding on the palette, so the production
process can continue.
RFID chip plays very important role in the oversized transport
because we can also record additional information about location
of a specific palette in the space of a semitrailer (vertical and
horizontal positioning because palettes are aligned into two and
more floors within the oversized transport). The advantage of this
information is the opportunity for giving preference to unloading
of a specific type of parts which are urgently in the production
process in that time [3].

The foundation of the whole process is data from an automotive
producer about the fact what parts are needed for inventory, so
the production can run. The data is sent to suppliers most often 24
hours, possibly 48 hours in advance (however, with some producers,
it is possible to prepare data for suppliers 1 week in advance which
depends on the status of orders from customers). After receiving of
the data from an automotive producer, a supplier process the data
and send it to a special transfer automated link (a sequence link).
This fully automated link will provide loading of palettes in
required time and with exactly designated parts according to
given data from an automotive producer. After loading, a palette
will be marked with RFID which is always present on each palette.

Fig. 3. An automated loading of palettes

Subsequently, additional information about location of a palette
in a semitrailer’s space will be recorded as well as information of
truck’s registration number in which the palette is transported (data
writing is possible by specialized recording device).
The palette which is thus prepared is loaded at ahead determined
place (vertical as well as horizontal location), so it could fit exactly
the written data in the chip. Parts are transported to the place
of unloading at an automotive producer ( I stress that in a fully
automated inventory of the producer the unloading position is
determined ahead for every truck. This has to be always kept by
the carrier). The information gained by this way has a significant
meaning for a carrier from the point of view of actual situation
with loading, transport and unloading. At the same time, the
carrier gains a final information about finishing of the whole
process of transport because the entrance of the prepared palette
with an RFID chip in that way into fully automated link in a
production plant is the moment when the palette is recognized as

Fig. 2. RFID chip made by BALLUFF firm
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accepted and the responsibility for goods passes automatically on
the producer/production plant.
All this additional information which means the improvement
of the system for goods controlling in the oversized transport
increases the efficiency, the ability of action and in the urgent
situations this transport system enriched by the additional
information is able to manage much more stress caused by external
influences which occur very often in the process of transport.

all parts for FIX+ are exclusively sequence and thus the order as
well as the type of parts and possibly the quantity can be freely
modified according to requirements of the car producer (at the
same time we are dealing with JIS transport which means ‘just in
sequence’).
Method FIX or FIX+ does not play significant meaning in
connection to the type of transport and thus it does not matter whether
it is standard transport or oversized transport because additional
information about positioning of a palette in the semitrailer’s space
can be possibly added on the chip using the method FIX as well as
FIX+. The lifespan of a chip within the method FIX+ can play the
essential difference because in this case RFID chip is constantly taken
out, inserted and scratched and thus mechanically damaged.

Fig. 4. Unloading process for oversized goods

Fig. 5. The back side of RFID chips

3. Modification of information
on RFID chip and positioning
of the chip on the palette with
taking the oversized transport
into account (loading into two
floors)
RFID chips are often attached to palettes in the FIX case which
is always positioned on a palette (the case is always positioned on
the palette at the same place, so 100% legibility of information is
provided during the process of scanning at the moment of entering
into an automated link at the automotive producer.
First method is represented by the ‘FIX’ chip which is positioned
on a palette while data on this kind of chip is not modified and
stays unchanged (the chip contains the information about a type
tagging part on the palette and quality of parts on the palette). At
the same time, we are dealing with JIT transport (just in time).
Thus the palette marked by the chip is automatically loaded in a
sequence link always with the same parts with the same quality.
Reduction of handling time for data recording on the chip is the
advantage as well as reduction of mechanical wearing away of the
chip which means increase of its lifespan (an estimated cost for
one RFID chip displayed below is 20 Euros up to 40 Euros).
Second method ‘FIX+’ is derived from the first method, however
it differs in the way that data on the chip is overwritten with new
data during every loading of a palette in the sequence link because
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Fig. 6. The FIX case for positioning of IRFD chip

4. Method of data writing on
the RFID chip and writing in
additional information
Data on the RFID is written manually by using the chip data
writing device (the data writing into data recording programme is
manual) or in an automated way when the recording device is put on
the chip and the data is automatically recorded from the system (no
manual writing is needed because the data is automatically processed
and ready for entry). Thus the chip with recorded information is
also checked. Nowadays, manual data writing is being left and the
automatic data writing method is promoted more and more.
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The automatic data writing takes a few second after it is started by
a person who is responsible for data writing on the chip. The person
is also responsible for checking of written data and conducting
random checking, so mistaken data writing can be avoided and thus
avoiding refusal of loaded palette into an automated system of the
car producer. The data congruence is the first step in the process
of the accepting the palette into an automated system of the car
producer.

production or prompt reaction in the case of unexpected events. RFID
technology is from the viewpoint of transport the technology which is
able to provide required information for a carrier in real time and has a
convenient price. Software connection between RFID technology and
GPS system is very important aspect because most carriers have GPS
system already installed directly in traffic vehicles and because of this
fact it is possible to send additional information about goods directly
into GPS system. In near future, GPS systems for vehicle monitoring
will be at the same time systems which will be able to support RFID
technology in such specific supply environment as JIT supplying is and
for example in JIS system, it will be also possible for oversized transport.
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ABSTRACT
The article presents the negative impact of manual toll collection system on the traffic flow of vehicles on the
highway. This problem applies in particular to manual toll collection systems at bottlenecks highways, especially
near large urban areas where a large proportion of induced traffic. This paper presents the basic limitations of the
system and demonstrated the need for its modernization.
KEYWORDS: highway traffic flow, manual toll collection systems

1. Introduction
The system that is used for collecting toll on the Polish
highways concerns personal cars is the manual system [1, 2].
This system operates by collecting toll in the form of cash or
allows for non-cash transactions using card payment. The biggest
disadvantage of the manual toll collection is the need to stop the
car at the collection booth in order to issue the payment, which
may result in a situation that severely restricts the vehicle traffic
flow on the highway. From the point of view of the road user,
the need to stop the vehicle in order to issue the payment in the
manual toll collection system is a nuisance which should occur as
rarely as possible or should be eliminated altogether. The majority
of toll roads in Poland uses the open toll collection system for
passenger vehicles. The configuration of the open toll collection
system allows collecting the toll for the passage through the route
based on the given section, without taking into consideration
the distance travelled by the vehicle and based on the vehicle
category. Therefore, the importance of effective organisation of the
manual toll collection system by its modernisation is becoming
vital. However, in order to solve the problem it is firs required to
identify the factors, which influence the effectiveness of the system
and the traffic flow of vehicles on the highway.
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2. Manual toll collection system
as a mass service system
The vehicle traffic process on the highway and the service
in the manual toll collection system may be described using the
classical notions of the so called theory of mass service i.e. queuing
systems. The various toll collection stations in the manual toll
collection system may be described as a service station network at
which the customers arrive. The stations in the queuing system are
equivalent of the toll collection stations and the customers arrive
at this cluster of stations in their vehicles. The queue of tasks to
be performed, which is created at the approach to the station is
a set number of vehicles which are waiting to issue the toll at the
manual toll collection station. The description of the toll collection
system using the theory of mass service is a valid tool supporting
the design of such systems.
Due to the fact that references on mass service systems, to
which group the manual toll collection systems belong, contain
numerous definitions of notions related to the queuing theory,
this paper uses the uniform definitions listed below. According to
the applied naming practice the following notions are used in the
mass service systems such as the toll collection system:
tarrival time, which is the time at which the vehicle arrives at
the toll collection station cluster and takes place in the queue
to issue the payment at a collection booth,
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tservice starting time, which is the time at which the vehicle
drives to the toll collection station and the toll collection
process starts;
tservice end time, which is the time when the toll collection is
complete and the vehicle leaves the station, at the same time
leaving the manual toll collection station cluster, which is a
part of the manual toll collection system,
tservice (transaction) time, which is a difference between the
service end time and the service starting time,
twaiting time (for the service), which is a difference between
the service starting time and the arrival time,
tstay time, which is a difference between the end time and the
arrival time or the sum of the service time and the waiting
time,
tthe service waiting time of highway users includes both the
waiting time for transaction and the time during which the
transaction is concluded.

Finally, after transformations, the average vehicle waiting
time in the queue to the toll collection station in the manual
toll collection system is [3], [4]:

(3)

The size of the vehicle queue waiting at the toll collection
station r is described by formula [3], [4]:
(4)

The probability that all toll collection stations in the system
in the collection area are occupied and that there is no queue
(r=0) is described by the formula [3, 4]:

The description of the manual toll collection system
functioning assumes that the arrival of vehicles are random and
the times between vehicle arrival are entered as variables which
are subject to exponential distribution of vehicle arrival time λpoj
and the service time μpoj as well as

. The manual toll

(5)

Therefore the average number of vehicles waiting in a queue to
the toll collection station may be calculated using the relationship
[3, 4]:

collection system may be described as a queuing system with
waiting time for m-toll collection stations and j-vehicle arrivals.
Assuming that

and the number of vehicles is infinite j → ∞

then the addend of the sum

is divergent. Assuming that

the addend of the sum has an infinite threshold and
a
probability results that there will be no vehicles at the toll collection
station:
(1)

It is assumed that a vehicle arrives at a manual toll collection
station cluster using a manual toll collection system and all toll
collection stations m are occupied and there is no queue; in this
case the user must wait for an average of
. If another vehicle
arrives at the toll collection area, assuming that it encounters one
previously arriving vehicle, then the average vehicle waiting time
is
.
It might be then stated that the average vehicle waiting time in
the queue to the toll collection station in the manual toll collection
system, where r is the size of the vehicle queue, is:
(2)
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(6)

The presented characteristics describing the manual toll collection
system as a mass service system have been applied in the operation of
original software tool used to analyse the impact of the manual toll
collection system on the service waiting time of highway users.

3. Impact of the manual toll
collection system on the
traffic flow of vehicles on the
highway
in order to provide a valid evaluation of the impact of the
manual toll collection system on the highway user waiting time
a proprietary software toolkit was used (figure 1) in addition to
the data obtained from the GDDKiA (General Directorate for
National Roads and Highways) related to automatic continuous
measurement of traffic [5]. The software capabilities allow
completing the verification process using any method and
from any given place, using live streaming video data as well as
previously recorded, archive data from video surveillance systems.
In order to verify not only the toll collection process but also the
capabilities of the discussed system, a toll collection station and a
time period were selected, for which the verification has already
been performed using traditional methods. In both cases the goal
is to establish the waiting time of all vehicles arriving at the toll
collection station.
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Fig. 1. View of the toolkit during operation [own work]

In order to maximise the precision of the measurement results
and to meet the requirement of attaching a single video frame to
each of the events (arrival at the toll collection station, beginning
and end of service at the toll collection station) a key procedure was
used to support the software, that is the automatic OCR character
recognition, which allowed for the synchronisation of the system
date and time with the data from the video surveillance system.
Additionally, in some application, it allows for entering the data
acquired during the so called vehicle categorisation, which is their
identification and positioning in a certain group into the system.
For each manual toll collection station the following parameters
are recorded and established using the relationships described in
chapter 2:
tarrival time at a given station,
tservice starting time for a given vehicle at a given station,
tservice end time for a given vehicle at a given station,
tcurrent size of the queue of vehicles at a given station,
taverage waiting time for a vehicle in a queue to issue the
payment,
taverage size of the queue of vehicles waiting to issue the
payment,
taverage number of vehicles waiting in queue in the toll
collection area.

In the second phase, the periods selected based on the results
of congestion period measurements performed in phase one were
subject to detailed analysis. In order to obtain reliable and precise
data from the measurements this principal phase, using the software
toolkit, has been divided into two phases.
In the first phase service times at individual toll collection stations
were measured. To do so, the service starting time for each vehicle
at the toll collection station i.e. its arrival at the cashier’s booth was
recorded. Then the service end time for each vehicle was recorded
i.e. the moment it left passing the automatic barrier line. Establishing
those two times (toll collection start and end) automatically allowed
establishing the service time at the toll collection station per vehicle.
In the second phase of the measurement, each vehicle for which
the service starting and end times have been established was found
in the recorded video using the OCR function at the moment it has
arrived in the toll collection station cluster and took its place in the
queue to the toll collection station. The time of its arrival has been
recorded as the arrival time in the manual toll collection system.
The difference between the service end time at the toll collection
station and the arrival time was used to establish the sought time
the vehicle spends in the system, which is the total vehicle waiting
time. The measurements were conducted for a real toll collection
area with 7 toll collection stations.
Table 1. Vehicle service time at toll collection stations and the
percentage of the number of vehicles
Day

Time

> 60 s

Average

11.04.2012

16:00
- 19:00

0 - 10 s 11 - 20 s 21 - 30 s 31 - 60 s
837
(38%)

1046
(47%)

188
(8%)

137
(6%)

11
(0%)

14.3

25.04.2012

16:00
- 19:00

1011
(44%)

966
(43%)

177
(8%)

106
(5%)

10
(0%)

13.3

10.05.2012

17:00
- 20:00

819
(44%)

712
(38%)

198
(11%)

133
(7%)

16
(1%)

14.6

22.05.2012

16:00
- 19:00

906
(44%)

815
(40%)

179
(9%)

143
(7%)

20
(1%)

14.6

Table 1 presents the percentage of cars being serviced at the
toll collection station in the specified period of time.

The collection of this information allows establishing:
tthe waiting time for the service,
tthe size of the vehicle queue,
tthe time of vehicle service.
The above parameters allowed for the analysis of the influence
of the manual toll collection system on the highway user waiting
time for the service.
In the first phase the periods of vehicle traffic intensification
were identified. The second phase is the measurement of waiting
time of users of the manual toll collection system based on the
results from phase one. In the first phase of measurements the
software toolkit allowed for the identification of congestions. The
software recorded times reflecting the start and end of periods
where the size of the queue at any station exceeded the threshold
value of five vehicles, which is assumed as critical from the point
of view of service waiting time.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2. Percentage distribution of service times (transaction
completion times) for the toll collection area [own work]
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a)
a)

b)
b)
Fig. 5. Percentage distribution of service waiting times for the toll
collection area [own work]

Fig. 3. Percentage distribution of service times (transaction
completion times) for the toll collection area [own work]

Establishing the service time (transaction completion time)
allowed establishing the service waiting time of highway users
including both the waiting time for transaction and the time during
which the transaction is concluded. Table 2 shows average service
waiting times of highway users in the toll collection area subject to
the experiment.
Table 2. Average waiting time of vehicles for service in the toll
collection area
Day

Time

11.04.2012
25.04.2012
10.05.2012
22.05.2012

16:00 - 19:00
16:00 - 19:00
17:00 - 20:00
16:00 - 19:00

Service waiting time periods in the toll
collection area
0 - 90 s
90 - 180 s
< 180 s
0s
134 min
96 min
0s
124 min
67 min
0s
26 min
179 min
0s
46 min
136 min

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Percentage distribution of service waiting times for the toll
collection area [own work]
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The analysis of the service waiting times brings the conclusion
that in the tested toll collection area using the manual toll collection
system, the waiting time was longer than 180 seconds for more
than 60 minutes in any given period. This shows the negative
impact of the sole use of the manual toll collection system on the
traffic flow of vehicles on the highway by considerably extending
the system users’ service waiting time.

4. Conclusion
Taking into consideration the acquired results of measurements
action must be taken to shorten the waiting time in the toll collection
area using the manual toll collection system. The toll collection
area is a typical example of a mass service system with several
independent, parallel service stations. In case of congestions in the
systems of this type there are three methods of conduct to improve
their performance: limiting the number of vehicles, shortening the
service type and changing the number/type of the toll collection
stations. Limiting the number of vehicles is possible by legal or
administrative action. It seems however to be an unreasonable
solution due to the public right of drivers to access the highway and
the resulting decrease in the income from road tolls. The reduction of
vehicle traffic may also be achieved by increasing the tolls, however,
practice shows that this is a short term solution and is always badly
received by highway users. Shortening the service time seems to be
the best solution from the point of view of the highway users and
the operator. In practice, this will be very difficult to implement as
there exist limits and this time may not be shortened below them.
Those limits are the result of delays of vehicles in the queues, bad
habits of drivers and the toll collection process itself. Increasing the
number of stations is by far the most costly solution, which is the
result of not only the expansion of the toll collection area but also
of the need for additional employees for the toll collection stations.
Based on the results and the conclusions presented above it might
be assumed that there exists a considerable negative impact of using
solely manual toll collection systems on the traffic flow of vehicles
on the highway. Action should be taken for the modernisation of
such systems to the free-flow standard, which will allow collecting
toll without the need to stop the vehicles.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a model of energy consumption in transport and logistics system for the construction of
a storage map of its power consumption (for trucks with electric drive). Based on the map of energy consumption
determined amount of energy that can be recovered in the logistic system. To maximize the recoverable amount
of energy the battery is designed supercapacitors, its size and weight - help formulate the technical capabilities of
its building.
KEYWORDS: optimization of logistics system, energy consumptions

1. Introduction
The reduction of energy consumption in business processes
has become a priority for the global economy. Savings are sought
for as, on one hand, energy is costly and on the other, we are
trying, using various methods, to reduce the global greenhouse
effect, which for a number of reasons is undesirable. Attempts are
made to reduce the amount of energy consumed by household
appliances, lighting, manufacturing processes and by vehicles.
Phasing out incandescent light bulbs yielded a drop in demand
for electricity by 2400 MW, which corresponds to the capacity of
a power plant the size of Turów. This drives the development of
the economy, despite the fact that no new power plant of a similar
capacity has been built [2], [4].
Energy efficiency has been analysed also in the case of logistic
processes and logistic engineering. The continuous development
of technology makes it possible to save energy where such savings
have not been possible before. The processes include reloading,
storage and works transport. Equipment used in these processes
most often includes forklift trucks. The energy used to drive the
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truck holds a major share in operating costs. On the other hand, if
one compares the mechanical work performed by a forklift truck
to the energy consumed in the primary power source, the ratio
does not exceed 30%. This applies both to internal combustion
engine and electric trucks. The purpose of this study is to analyse
the potential to save energy consumed by forklift trucks [3].

2. Essence of the problem
A forklift truck is equipped with two basic drive systems: the
drive system and the working system [1]. The drive system powers
the gearing system, i.e. drive wheels of the truck.
The working units drive system usually powers hydraulic pumps
which in turn may lift the laden forks or power other auxiliary
hydraulically powered mechanisms. The range of technical solutions
in this area is still very wide.
The classic drive unit solutions employed in forklift trucks
include diesel engine which powers the truck’s wheels through
a mechanical gear box and a hydraulic pump which powers the
lifting and lowering mechanisms and the turning system. In the
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case of the electric version, the electric motor drives the gearing
system and the other engine powers the hydraulic pump which,
similarly as in the previous case, drives trucks equipped with
hydrostatic transmission. Then the motor drives the pump which
powers the hydrostatic and other mechanisms. Through the
analogy to other vehicles, in particular rail vehicles, drive units
of fork lift trucks permit the recovery of energy while braking.
The characteristic feature of any truck’s work is the continuous
accelerating and braking. During braking the energy is dispersed
into the environment as heat. In working drive units (mainly the
lifting and lowering system) one may consider the recovery of
potential energy of forks lowered by gravitation.
Practically, during the braking process the same amount of
energy could be recovered as is consumed during acceleration and
load lifting. While lifting loads, energy equivalent to the lowering
energy could be recovered. The share of drive at a steady speed is
low compared to the energy consumed to accelerate the truck. It is
worth estimating the values of energy fluxes and considering the
opportunities to recover energy lost while slowing down the truck
and lowered load.

3. Characteristics of forklift
truck’s work

1

2

3

Operation
number

Name of operation

6

6-7

-

Taking the pallet out of the rack.

7

7-8

-

Lowering the pallet.

8

8-9

-

Reversing the truck in the aisle.

9

9-10

-

Travelling ahead with the pallet.

10

10-11

-

Lowering the pallet onto the vehicle floor.

Fig. 1. Forklift truck working cycle while loading a vehicle [own
work based on 4]

The following of the above operations: {1-2}, {2-3}, {8-9}, {9-10}
include the starting, driving and braking the truck. The duration of
these operations depends on the distance and technical specifications
of the truck (travelling speed).
Detailed calculations should precisely determine the speed
profile, starting and braking time, force on the wheels and energy
used for these operations.
The results of energy saving will be more visible if there are more
stages of unsteady travel than those at steady speed. The question
may be answered by a minimum time analysis of the truck along the
set route. This travel is described in fig. 2.

Let us assume that a forklift truck handles the loading of
vehicles with palletised load transported from a rack.
The truck transports the pallets from the middle of the
warehouse to vehicles waiting at the ramp. This process is shown
in figure 1, numbers in circles designate the typical milestones in
truck’s work. The description of the working cycle is presented in
table (fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Model minimum time travel [own work]

In addition, energy may be recovered during motion (7-8), i.e.
lowering the pallet from the rack, if the truck structure permits
energy recovery from the power system of the truck’s auxiliary
equipment.

4. Principles of calculating the
minimum-time travel
1

2

3

Operation
number

Name of operation

1

1-2

-

Withdrawing an empty forklift truck from
inside the vehicle.

2

2-3

-

Travelling to the rack to pick the pallet.

3

3-4

-

Raising the fork to the middle level of the rack.

4

4-5

-

Inserting the forks under the pallet and
moving the truck ahead.

5

5-6

-

Raising the pallet up by 2 cm.
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The movement of the truck is described by an equation of
motion which balances the forces exerted on the truck in timevariable conditions. In line with Newton’s second law of motion:
(1)

where: m – weight of the truck; [ – coefficient of spinning
masses; Wc v – total truck driving resistance variable in the
function of speed; Ft v – tractive forces – in line with engine
specifications, in the function of speed. The resistance to motion
Wc V may be defined as rolling resistance. Compared to the
resistance to motion of a car, the frictional resistance in the
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suspension is not taken into consideration. Apart from the operator’s
seat, the forklift truck has no spring elements. The wheel tracking
resistance and aerodynamic drag are negligible. We assume that
the motion of the truck is not obstructed by other, unmentioned
resistances. Then:

Wc v

Q  ft

QN  P1

(3)

where:
QN – driven weight, means the vertical load which presses the drive
wheels to the floor; The QN value depends on the distribution of
truck weights, both unladen and laden. With double axle drive this
will cover the entire truck weight; QN mC  q ,
P1 – coefficient of tractive adhesion of truck wheels to the floor.
The other limitation of the characteristics is the maximum
travel speed of the truck which results from the balance of forces
exerted on the truck: driving force Ft v and resistance to motion
WC v . With limited speed of forklift trucks (incomparably small
against the speed for a car, for instance), the resistance to motion
may be constant and independent from speed. The largest impact
on the resistance to motion is made by additional resistance:
grade resistance Wi and truck rotational resistance. While grade
resistance is simple to estimate and amounts to:

Wi

Q  sin D

m

Q
g

and having put the equation in order
(6)

which may further be noted as
(7)

in this equation ki - for diesel engine is constant. The value
p v means the accelerating force per unit as the relation between
the surplus of driving force to the weight of the truck. From the
mathematical point of view, this is an ordinary, non-linear differential
equation. An analytical solution to this equation is possible in certain
cases. In the entire range of the truck’s work, the approximation
method of equation solving must be employed. Taking into account
that
and substituting the differential growths with difference
growth, the following equations:
(8)

from where:
(9)

where: 's - path length increment; 'v - assumed speed
growth; p v - accelerating force per unit; v - average truck speed
along 's . Based on the above, time increment may be calculated
for each section of path length 's .
(10)

For each section of path length 's , the average value of driving
force Fk v may be read from the truck’s tractive characteristics,
and hence the work performed by the truck may be determined
(11)

Based on the work performed by the drive system, one can
calculate the conventional amount of fuel consumed by the truck.
(12)

(4)

where: Q – weight of unladen or laden truck; D – grade of
floor, with small grades sin D tg D D >rad @ , and with higher;
D  the trigonometric variable of sin D should be taken into
consideration.
The turning resistance depends on the turning radius, travel
speed and changes in speed along the bends, resulting from
braking and/or accelerating, location of the centre of gravity and
the type of tyres. The analytical description of this phenomenon
is complex. Having the safety of the load in mind, we assume that
the motion along the bend is steady and that the truck travels with
speed at which the centrifugal acceleration influencing the load
and the entire truck does not exceed a0 0,25g.
The tractive calculations are based on the equation of truck
motion:
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considering that
we end up with:

(2)

basically, resistance f t is independent from speed. The coefficient
of spinning masses in road vehicles used in the formula is within
the range from 1.05 to 1.5. This coefficient takes on a similar value
for rail vehicles. The spinning elements in a forklift truck include:
drive wheels and in some cases spinning elements of engines. In
the case of a forklift truck, the coefficient of spinning masses has
been estimated at [ 1.02.
The tractive characteristics of the truck need some clarification.
Taking into account the truck speed adjustment, the so-called
external characteristics may be similar to that presented in [6].
This characteristics (the dependence of the total force on drive
wheels from Ft v in the speed function v ) is limited, the first
limitation results from the limited value of tractive adhesion to
the floor the truck travels on. The maximum force on wheels will
amount to:

Fmax .

(5)

from where
(13)

where: 'B* - consumption of conventional fuel on section 'S >g @
'W -elementary work of the drive system; Wop -conventional
calorific value of fuel, often
is assumed; K c - total
efficiency of the drive system, including engine efficiency. For the
purpose of comparison with diesel engine trucks, in the case of
battery-powered trucks all energy efficiencies should be taken
into account – fuel combustion in the power plant, current
transformation and transmission, battery charging efficiency and,
finally, the efficiency of the truck drive. The efficiency understood
as shown above is in both cases at 30%, K 0.3 .
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The following item presents sample tractive calculations for
the truck in a set working cycle.

In the analysed example the following amount is can be recovered:
Ek

5. Calculation example
We are considering the work of the truck in the following
cycle - reflecting the typical possible actual cycle. The travel along
distance s1 10m, acceleration and braking, then travelling s2
50m - braking, lifting empty forks at 3m, lowering forks with
a pallet to 2.8 m, travel s3 8m, braking, travel s4 60m and
braking. Let us assume that a pallet weighs 600 kg. For the sake
of the analysis a Jungheinrich truck has been assumed, with the
following technical specifications [6]:
With larger delays in breaking, the inertial force of the load
on the forks would exceed the value of friction force and the load
would slip from the forks.
Based on the above model the calculations regarding the
truck’s motion were made. The results of calculations are
presented in figure 8. For the purpose of calculation step
was assumed.
The calculations were made for truck’s working cycle as presented
in fig. 1, assuming that section {1}-{2}=10m, {2}-{3}=50m, {8}9{9}=60m.
The work of the truck in each stage of travel comprises:
acceleration phase, braking phase or travel at steady speed.
Due to uniform working conditions, the complex working cycle
may be made of the following phases Fig. 3: travelling unladen, travelling
laden, braking laden, braking unladen, and travelling at steady speed.
Figure 3 presents the results of calculations of speed in the function
of path length – for highlighted fragments of the working cycle:
tTime to cover the distance
tEnergy consumed for whole working cycles of the truck.

mc v 2
2

5000  3,5 2
2

30625,0 [ J ]

(14)

It accounts for 30% of energy required to accelerate and travel
at a steady speed.
These calculations pertain solely to truck travelling and braking.
From the point of view of energy consumption, load lifting and
lowering operations are also important. These processes are related
to the work performed by the lifting and lowering system. In the
discussed case the energy amounts to:
(15)

where: m – weight of the load (including the weight of carriage);
h – average pallet lift height from the 4th row of racks, h = 3.3 [m].
The entire discussed energy balance will be different for releasing
loads from the warehouse or for filling a warehouse (storage of goods).
To sum up, the presented method permits a precise analysis of
the motion of the truck, helps define the working parameters and
calculate the tractive calculations for the truck in a detailed and
relatively precise manner. Based on this method one can carry
out detailed analyses, optimise the workload, estimate fluxes of
energy dispersed in some process which could be reused, e.g. by
accumulation in gel supercapacitor.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of calculation results

6. Conclusion
The results of the simulation help assess the amount of energy
that can potentially be recovered in the logistic warehouse systems
equipped with electric forklift trucks.
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ABSTRACT
Turbo roundabouts operating in Poland from not long time. Turbo roundabouts are one of kind of multilane
roundabouts. Proper signing and marking multilane roundabouts is lacking in Poland. This signing and marking
should completely emphasizing circular character of this kind of intersections and also would facilitate in the
conviction that selected lane is proper and that this selected vehicle trajectory is also appropriate. The current state
of marking and signing of turbo roundabouts operating abroad and in Poland have been presented in this article.
KEYWORDS: circular intersections, turbo roundabouts, traffic engineering

1. Introduction
There is a vast group of different types of roundabouts in
Poland, which noticeably improve conditions of road safety.
Intersections of roundabout type improve road safety conditions
through insignificant number of collision points. Furthermore it is
also important that the speed at the time of passing of this type of
intersection is considerably low [5], [6], [7], [9], [11]. The speed of
individual groups of roundabout users differs from each other. Hence
their participation in the vehicle stream is also important, which was
discussed in the studies [12], [13]. Although considered as the safest
single-level solutions in the road infrastructure, roundabouts do not
eliminate all the traffic accidents entirely. According to the data on
French roundabouts, the most of the accidents occur as a result of
not-giving way to the vehicles on the roundabout by the drives on
the inlets. The percentage of this type of accidents reaches 36.6%.
Other frequent accidents include a vehicle falling out of the roadway
(16.3 %), losing control at the inlet to the roundabout (11.4 %),
rear-end collisions and side impacts at the inlet to the roundabouts
(7 %), driving into a pedestrian crossing the road in the prohibited
places (3.5 %), losing control over the vehicle at the outlet from
the roundabout (2.5 %). With different percentage structure of
individual accidents, these regularities have been consistent with
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statistical data from Germany, Switzerland, Poland and Norway [8],
[10]. Genesis of the causes of these accidents is connected with the
values of traffic intensities, vehicle speeds and specific geometrical
solutions. Therefore, the data from individual analyses of the status
of road safety represent a starting point for making the decisions on
improvement of design solutions and improving the level of road
safety in different types of roundabouts.
A new type of multi-lane roundabout has been recently used in
Poland, characterized by the capacity to handle high traffic intensity:
a turbo roundabout, which, according to the international studies,
is characterized by a high level of road safety, comparable with
the level of safety achieved at single-lane roundabouts. The turbo
roundabouts present in Poland can be divided into two groups.
The first group is the group of roundabouts which were designed
in a manner that meets the requirements imposed on this type of
intersections where elevated lane dividers were used. The other
group of roundabouts are those where road organization is similar
to typical turbo roundabouts, but lane dividers are provided only
by a single continuous lane of P-2 type. As demonstrated in a study
[8], safety in the latter group of turbo roundabouts is comparable
with the safety level on the multi-lane roundabouts and lower than
in typical turbo roundabouts with elevated lane dividers. Road
signs (both vertical and horizontal) are insufficient in Poland to
fully reflect the roundabout character of the intersections and let
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the drivers make fast decisions on choosing an adequate lane at
the inlet, make them sure about the destination of the selected
lane and unequivocally show the trajectory of vehicle movement.
This situation concerns two groups of turbo roundabouts that are
used in Poland. The paper presents the method of marking turbo
roundabouts used abroad and current method of marking turbo
roundabouts present in Poland.

2. Classifications of roundabouts
in Poland
The guidelines on designing road intersections [17] define
roundabouts as an intersection with a central island and one-way
road around the island where vehicles are obliged to go around the
central island in a counter-clockwise direction. Depending on the
location (build-up area or outside build up-area) and the roundabout
size (diameter of the central island and outer diameter), the four types
of roundabouts are used: mini, small, medium and large roundabouts.
Regarding traffic organization, the following roundabouts can
be distinguished:
tsingle-lane: with one traffic lane at each inlet and one lane on
the circular roadway,
tsemi-double-lane: with at least one inlet with two lanes and
with the width of the roadway which allows for parallel passage
of two vehicles (without lanes marked on the circular roadway),
tdouble-lane: with two lanes at each of the inlets and two lanes
on the roadway (with the lanes marked with the horizontal
signs on the roadway),
twith a lane (lanes) for relation to the right outside the
roundabout: these can be single- or double-lane,
tspiral: with single-lane or double-lane inlets and different
number of lanes on the roundabout (one or two),
tturbo: with two-lane inlets (unnecessarily all of them), at
least one two-lane outlet and with different number of lanes
at the roadway (one, two or three). The traffic streams from
the internal and external lanes do not intersect. Depending
on the number of lanes at the inlets and outlets, it is possible
to configure the roundabout so that returning on one of the
directions is impossible.
Initially, turbo roundabouts were planned in the non-buildup areas, where second class roads intersected high-class technical
roads. Later, various types of turbo roundabouts were built, with
different number of lanes and different number of inlets, adjusted
geometrically to specific intersections of the streams with different
values of road intensities. The most frequent geometrical forms
of turbo intersections include basic turbo roundabout, egg turbo
roundabout, knee turbo roundabout, spiral turbo roundabout, rotor
turbo roundabout, stretched-knee turbo roundabout, star turbo
roundabout, turbo roundabout with traffic lights. Figures 1 and 2
present example turbo roundabouts from the group of three-lane
roundabouts with three or four inlets.
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Fig. 1. Star turbo roundabout [own based on 3]

Despite differences in traffic organization, all turbo roundabouts
are designed according to the same principles. Geometrical elements
of turbo roundabouts constitute two or more concentric circles
shifted along the roundabout’s axis by a lane width. This shift along
the roundabout’s axis causes that the vehicle that drives into the
internal lane is automatically located at the outermost traffic lane.

Fig. 2. Rotor turbo roundabout [own based on 3]

3. Turbo roundabouts signing
and marking in another
countries
Because of the impossibility of changing lanes on the roadway,
choosing the lane at the inlet determines how the vehicle moves on
the roundabout. Therefore, the necessary element that characterizes
turbo roundabout are vertical and horizontal traffic signs which
should inform the driver early enough about which lane to take
when they approach the roundabout in order to continue driving
towards the selected destination. Apart from the traffic signs
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typical of roundabouts, the roundabouts (not only turbo type)
designed abroad have been marked with vertical and horizontal
signs that provide information about the number of lanes at the
inlet and acceptable relations from a particular lane (Fig. 3a ÷
3d, Fig. 4). There is a variety of forms of marking. Sometimes the
presence of the central island is emphasized or symbols of the
central island is added at one (Fig. 3b, 3c) or both (Fig. 3d) arrows.
Sometimes the labels “Left lane” or “Right lane” are used under the
arrows (Fig. 3d).
a)

However, each version emphasizes not only the circular character
of the intersection but also the number and destination of each
traffic lane.
a)

b)

b)

c)

c)

d)

Fig. 5. Examples of tables before road signs used abroad at
multilane roundabouts [4]

Fig. 3. Signing for multilane roundabouts used in different
countries [4], [16]
a)

b)

In order to use turbo roundabouts properly, the lanes on the
roadway and inlets are divided from each other by means of not
only horizontal signs but also by means of convex elements on
the road, termed lane dividers, which effectively prevent from
changing lanes in the forbidden places (Fig. 6). The use of elevated
permanent lane dividers improves road safety. The drivers are
informed about the lane dividers present on the roundabouts by
means of special warning signs.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 4. Examples of markings at turbo roundabouts used abroad.
a) [15], b) [2]

The tables before road signs placed at the inlets to multi-lane
roundabouts that warn drivers about the type of intersections
differ in their forms from those used in Poland. Depending on the
type of roundabout, several versions can be used (Fig. 5a ÷ 5c).
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Fig. 6. Lane dividers used at turbo roundabouts. a) [3], b) [2], c), d),
e), f) [1]
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4. Signing and marking of turbo
roundabouts in Poland
Turbo roundabouts built in Poland are marked with conventional
vertical and horizontal signs. In the case of vertical signs, they include:
circular traffic sign (C-12), give way sign (A-7), pre-road-sign tables,
signs that inform about pedestrian crossings (if present) and signposts
on the splitter islands. Furthermore, some inlets of turbo roundabouts
have tables with the directions on lanes (F-10). Some roundabouts do
not have vertical signs that indicate the direction of driving, which are
placed on posts or frames over the lanes.
An important element which forms the character of turbo
roundabouts is proper horizontal signs. Horizontal signs in Poland
do not provide information about the circular character of traffic
in the intersection. The horizontal signs for turbo roundabouts
have not been defined in the relevant ordinances so far [18]. Apart
from separating and edge lines, other horizontal road signs used
in Polish turbo roundabouts are directional arrows from P-8
group. The horizontal signs from P-8 group are used in order to
indicate that driving is only allowed along the directions shown
by the arrow. However, these signs do not have a circular form in
Poland to emphasize the circular character of the intersection, as it
is the case in a number of countries abroad (see Fig. 7).
As mentioned before, part of turbo roundabouts use lane dividers
made of plastic (which is sometimes covered with chemically-hardened
masses, which often leads to enhanced durability of the colour despite
being frequently driven onto by cars), curbs or setts which divide traffic
streams on individual lanes and effectively prevent from changing lanes
in prohibited places. During initial period of using turbo roundabouts
in Poland, lane dividers were not entirely accepted by Polish society.
In the majority of turbo roundabouts in Poland lane dividers are
reduced to a single continuous lane of P-2 type.
P-8a

P-8b

P-8c

P-8g

P-8d

P-8h

P-8e

P-8f

P-8i

Fig. 7. The typical directional arrows used at turbo roundabouts in
Poland [14]

5. Conclusions
The intersections of turbo roundabouts have not been described
in a separate chapter in the Polish Traffic Code. Moreover, they do
not have any detailed definition. When passing this type of the
intersections, drivers should remember about several principles
of taking an appropriate lane before they enter the roundabout.
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Through vertical and horizontal signs, vehicles on the turbo
roundabouts are naturally guided towards appropriate outlets,
which reduces the risk of collisions. The A-7 road sign is present
only before the inlet to the roundabout and no points of collision
with other vehicles are present neither at any location on the
roadway nor at the outlet. Contrary to the regular roundabout,
there is no possibility of changing lanes from external to the
internal and the other way.
With the number of turbo roundabouts that is growing year by
year in Poland, the problem of clear and uniform principles
of marking these intersections arises, which is justified by the
safety of the users of these objects of road infrastructure. Such
roundabouts have been so far build in Prądy k/Opola, Płock,
Bielsko-Biała, Puławy, Zabrze, Dziwnówek, Oława, Stalowa Wola,
Szczecin, Gdańsk, Bytom, Chorzów, Sosnowiec, Radom, Chrzanów,
Żory, Jaworzno and Chełm and other construction works are being
planned. Marking of these relatively new roundabouts in Poland
often differ from typical marking of turbo roundabouts used abroad.
The difference results from the lack of proper guidelines for the road
signs contained in national regulations.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with extending the obligatory methods of safety proof of railway control and management
computer systems towards more formalized methods based on mathematical apparatus. Such semi-formal
methods are recommended by existing EU standards for the design, but also to demonstrate safe operation
in accordance with the principle of the rail fail-safe rule, where no single error does not lead to catastrophic
situations. The paper proposes an extension method of FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) method to FTTD (Fault Tree
with Time Dependencies), and an analysis of THR method (Tolerable Hazard Rate) to the analysis of probability
of catastrophic fault based on stationary Markov processes. Basic methods and their extension are shown on
typical examples of rail automation systems: cross-level protection system and interlocking system.
KEYWORDS: safety analysis, railway control computer systems, THR, FTA, FTTD methods, Markov process
analysis

1. Introduction

2. Safety railway systems

The papers deals with “state of art” in designing and implementation
of computer railway control systems. From one side exist the UE
recommendations and standards, but another side corresponds
to engineering practice and maintenance of existing systems (not
only computer control, but relay interlocking and hybrid systems
related to computer-relay interfaces). The obligatory UE standards
recommend semi-formal methods as a support for efficient safety
analysis. The one of them is theory of Markov processes, the
boundary probability of catastrophic failure in railway control
system may be compared with THR (Tolerable Hazard Rate),
but the mathematical model of the system may give detailed
information about estimated time of catastrophic information and
probabilistic and time parameters in states of controlled failures.
The second case corresponds to semi-formal FTTD (Fault Tree with
Time Dependencies) method – natural extension of obligatory FTA
(Fault Tree Analysis) methods presenting the propagation of faults
in the system.

The safety railway control system must satisfy the requirements
of EU standards, recommendations and restrictions [9], [10], [12].
Concept of safety railway computer systems assume a very low
intensity of failure. The Fig.1 shows the structure and realization of
fail-safe control including the duplex structure of data processing
(duplicated computer controllers with input/output signals).
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Fig. 1. The view of two channel structure of cross level protection
system, type RASP-4
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2.1 The closed transmission and safety criteria
related to cross level protection system
railway control and management safety systems are mostly
realized as a two channel redundant systems („2 from 2”).
Implemented in each of the two channels PLC driver are based on
two identical sets of built-in cassette form two independently working
drivers with the mutual exchange of data and synchronization work
through the Ethernet bus. In both channel different software is
implemented (different operating systems and programs developed
by independent teams of programmers). There is also secure
standard ensured safety transmission (with integrity data code
CRC32, detecting brake and appropriate authorization). Because
cross level protection systems is produced for many years, it was
possible to verify reliability parameters have a significant impact
on safety (required by the standard THR level corresponds to small
probabilities appearance of catastrophic situations). For systems
currently in production have been proposed a method based on the
producer’s data, for exploited for many years systems - a method
of statistical analysis of exploitation data, and for the new designed
system - a method of forecasting reliability. The basis for the safe and
reliable implementation of the railway signaling process is to ensure a
safe of information between the systems involved in the process. The
transmission of signaling systems is connected with the transmission
between devices of control (commands, permission to ride) as well
as confirmation of their implementation (reports, position reports).
The safety data transmission in both closed and open transmission
systems must meet the requirements and recommendations set out in
the applicable standards [10]. The transmission system is considered
a closed system in which: allowed only authorized access, is known to
connect the maximum number of users, the transmission medium
(usually copper wire or optical fiber) is a well-known and hard-wired
devices to communicate. In this case, the probability of unauthorized
access can be regarded as slight small although the network can
operate both hardware protected and unprotected. The basic security
of transmission is data integrity CRC code (Cyclic Redundancy
Code) [2]. In addition, besides codes, the security increasing the
transmission of safety level was introduced: diversity headers
telegrams for channels A and B, and various locations of the telegram,
variation in length and content of the various telegrams with excess
information, time criterion causing the lack of a valid telegram in
time about 1s is interpreted as a pause in transmission and causes the
transition system to a safe state, failure the transmission cables, cards
and power transmission, causing a break in the transmission and safe
reaction of the system.

2.2 New generation of cross level protection
system with open transmission
The very good example of introduction of open transmission
standard instead existing cable connection is innovative system
of cross level protection [4]. Because λOTS is quantity 10-12 about
reliability of the system decided hardware (λ~10-05). The applied
B0 type transmission with duplex structure of radio-connection
(“2from2”) satisfies SIL4 requirements.
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Fig. 2. a) example structure of cross level protection system with
OTS, b) the experimental structure of railway management
with OTS

The another application of OTS is experimental system of
railway management and area control ESTER [1] with basic
structure presented on Fig.2b. The following subsystems may be
distinguish: Cross Level Protection System (CLP), Station Control
System (CC), Rail Section Occupancy Control System (RSOC).

3. THR and Markov processes
the idea of safety computer systems in railway control application,
defined in EU standards EN 50129 [9] assumes the significantly
low level of failures and redundant channel architecture (“2 from
2” or “2 from 3”). Such assumptions lead to very small value of
probability of critical (catastrophic) fault related to multiple failures
in independent processing channels. The base of safety analysis is
Tolerable Hazard Rate (THR) - measure defined with respect to
failure rate (λi) in channel “i” and connected time of system reaction
(td) after failure in this channel [8]:
n

THR

t
i 1

Oi

di

n

 t
1 ¦ d i

1

(1)

i 1

For the system, in which the testing is holding periodically, the
safe down rate equals:
(2)

where: T – time of periodical testing, NT – negation time.
The time of failure diagnostics (td) in railway control computer
systems assigned to SIL4 level must satisfy the following relations:
tfor single failure:
(3)
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tfor multiple failures:

in many systems of railway automation. Solving the equations, and
using the inverse Laplace transform, it was received the equation:
(4)

P 2(t )
where k is redundancy coefficient equal to 1 for “2 from 2”
systems and equal to 0.5 for “2 from 3” systems, and λ is a sum
of mean intensities of elements leading to catastrophic situation.

O 1  e  2 t O  2e  t ( O  P ) O   1  e  2 t O P
O2  P 2

(9)

3.1 Tolerable hazard rate calculations
In order to estimate the THR it is necessary data of failure
rate of individual components and cards. In designer phase
the only way to calculate characteristic rates is forecasting
estimation. On the basis of forecasting estimation the THR for
the system presented on Fig. 1 was calculated [7], [8]. Assuming
T = 500ms (time of periodical testing), negation time NTin =
1s, negation time NTout = 1s and because time NTIN = NTOUT ,
td = 1.25s, estimated THR equal:

7+5 

(5)

For the system presented on Fig. 2a, assuming value of failure rate
and time td published in [8] and open transmission characteristics
[5], the estimated THR value equals:

THR -12

3.2 Markov processes
Another recommended method for analysis and modeling of
railway traffic are Markov processes [3], [8]. Markov processes
belong to a group of stationary stochastic processes, that is,
probabilistic properties of which do not change during the
conversion of the time axis. Markov processes with continuous
time closely correlated with the Poisson process. If the transition
from one state to another due to a jet stream of events is Poisson
stream, the random process running on the system is a Markov
process with an abrupt and continuous time. The transition of the
system from the state Si to the state Sj is a function λij(t), where λ
is failure rate or the intensity of transitions. Matrix describing the
graph corresponds to a chain that can be written in the form of
differential equations. The differential equation for the i state is
shown in the formula:
(7)

where i = 1, 2, 3, ...., n, Pi (t ) – probability distributions of
individual states. To solve this equation must be set the initial
conditions:

Pi

Estimated probability of P2 (catastrophic, dangerous state) for
the model from Fig. 5a is expressed by the formula:

P2

O
OP

(10)

Based on Mathematica software and assuming rates ( O 0,00001h 1 ,
P 1h 1 ) the function of P2(t) is presented on Fig. 5b.

(6)

This THR value is similar to existing cable realization of cross
level protection systems.

Pi (0)

Fig. 5. a) model of system 2from2, b) function P2(t)

(8)

4. FTA and FTTD methods
In relation to the railway standards, another obligatory method
of safety analysis is Fault Tree Analysis (FTA). The FTA method
[2], [5], [11] requires detailed information about events and
time dependences between them. In classical description in the
FTA analysis there is no dependence on time between individual
events, but for testing time dependence in FTA there can be used
Petri Nets methods. The new method, proposed in the paper is
natural extension of FTA towards FTTD (Fault Tree with Time
Dependencies). This method is a type of dynamic analysis, some
faults may be catastrophic after assumed time [6].

4.1 The typical FTA analysis
The Fig. 6 shows the scheme of FTA analysis of cross level
protection systems with additional event - Transmission Error
(Fig. 6a) and with closed transmission (Fig. 6b). The top event is a
Critical Fault. To carry out the FTA analysis (Fig. 6a), with regard
to data from forecasting estimation [8], the values of failure rate of
each card was assumed [2]: input card - 1.21e-05h-1, output card 9.45e-06 h-1, CPU - 4.16e-05 h-1, module of interface - 2.62e-05 h-1,
error of transmission on the basis of formula:
(11)

On the basis of FTA trees diagram it fallows that for such
assumption and type of the tree, probability of failure at a given
time point – 100 000h for both systems amounts 0.99986.

where i = 1, 2, 3, ...., n.
On the Fig. 5a the model of 2from2 (cross level protection
system) system is presented [8]. It is a system without repair, used
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he train and its context with other trains and emergency breaking
procedure. The main information is related to signaling TOP lights
for train driver without signals about barriers and signals for car
divers. Of course the open transmission is only one part replacing
the existing cable transmission, but the safety level corresponding
to SIL4 is the same.

5. Conclusion

Fig. 6. a) FTA analysis of cross level protection system with open
transmission error, b) FTA analysis system with closed
transmission

4.2 FTTD
The Fault Tree with Time Dependencies Analysis (FTTD)
allows, additionally, for analysis of timing relationships between
events [6]. To avoid ambiguity, a notation of events and gates in
Fault Tree with Time Dependencies (FTTD) was formalized.

The main idea of the paper is an extension of obligatory
methods used in safety proving of railway control systems to more
scientific methods of safety systems analysis recommended in UE
standards.
The THR as a safety measure has a form of critical failure intensity,
independent of exploitation time and environment conditions. Of
course is minimal standard required for safety system, but Markov
(or semi Markov) process analysis may show how the probability
of catastrophic failure may change in time. (The more sophisticated
models may regard the human factor or transmission parameters.)
The obligatory FTA method is typical static analysis, the final
catastrophic situation is a composition of signals evaluated using
logical operations (AND, OR gates) In real railway control systems
time parameters (delays, reaction times or lost of transmission)
have a great influence for faulty accident. The proposed FTTD
method may regard the time coincidences in each FTA branch,
including the appearance of top event – catastrophic failure.
The paper shows the another question – the computer support
of safety analysis. The basic, the methods such THR, FTA or FTTD
may be done using specialized software, Markov process may be
analyzed using typical academic package such MATHEMATICA
or MATLAB.
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ABSTRACT
Traffic accident statistics point out that the most dangerous fault of drivers is the fact of not adapting the speed
of their vehicles. Many of them often do not realize the fact that it is necessary to comply with the allowed speed
not only for their own travel safety but also because of other road users ability to respond to them. In this case the
driving speed is an essential assumption to handle a situation not only in a populated urban area but also on the
open road. The quality and condition of the road surface has a significant impact on the driving safety. Drivers
are often unaware of the fact that with increasing speed also their kinetic energy increases, which is converted into
braking heat then and the braking distance of their vehicles gets longer. The text provides some model situations
of these effects.
KEYWORDS: traffic accident, driving safety, reaction time, vehicle, safe distance, legislation

1. Introduction
Any restriction in the legislation is supported by the physics
and its goal is not to make the driver´s life difficult, but mainly
to reduce the risk of accident and of the associated consequences.

not risk or a fall from this height. Even crashes in much lower
speeds are a source of potential serious danger to pedestrians. Fig.
1 is obtained from cameras which are monitoring the traffic in the
USA.

1.1 Driving speed
Most drivers consider the reduction of speed from 60 km/h
to 50 km/h as a special kind of injustice which slows their
movement and causes the loss of their time. This negligible loss of
time is balanced by increasing road safety. If the vehicle captures
pedestrian at speeds of 60 km/h, the probability that the pedestrian
will be as a result killed is about 75%. This probability drops to
40% by the reduction of the crash velocity to 50 km/h. Drivers or
pedestrians are unaware of crash energy, which must be absorbed
by their bodies during the collision. More comprehensible is the
recalculation of crash kinetic energy to the potencial´s energy. If
the vehicle captures pedestrian at speeds of 60 km/h, this collision
has the same devastating potential as a fall from a height of 14,2
m. If the crash velocity is reduced to 50 km/h, it is an equivalent
to a fall from a height of 9,8 m. The driver mostly brakes before
collision, thus he is able to reduce the speed to 40 km/h. In this
case, the fall from a height of 6,3 m would be an equivalent to
the crash. It is significantly less, but a reasonable person should
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Fig. 1 . The vehicle catches the pedestrian

This figure shows the situation of pedestrian after he was
caught by the vehicle. The vehicle was moved relatively slowly, only
by 16.7 km/h, but the view of pedestrian was probably different.
This is because the crash energy increases with the square of the
speed. But this is only one of the reasons why it is necessary to
respect the speed limit when driving in village. The speed limit in
the village is not only because of the crash energy. The reason is
also to ensure that the road users will be able to react on a moving
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vehicle. An example might be an older man who wants to cross the
road. Older people are not movable as young people, they see and
hear much worse. It can be supposed that a grandmother showed
on fig. 2, is able to move at a speed of 1 m / s.

Fig.2. Pedestrian crossing road

If she wants to cross the road with width of 10 meters, it will
take her 10 seconds. One more second to look to the left and right
side should be added to this time. If such a person decides to cross
the road, he has worry to the whole movement. Such person is no
longer able to control the situation on the road and the change of
speed of its movement is not possible at all. The distance vision
varies with the speed of incoming vehicles. The table 1 shows
how the necessary view is changing according to the speed of
oncoming vehicles.

distance from crash velocity. The passengers of vehicle must suffer
the slowdown of 123,5 m/s2. It means that the driver, but also
passanger or carried object multiplies its weight 12,6 times. If the
safety seat belt should hold the motion of body weighing 100 kg,
the force which acts on it is similar if it held the weight of 1260
kg. Between the seat belt and the body of a passenger shall not be
a space. This space could cause that the body will crashes the seat
belt with particular speed. Consequently it could cause an injury of
passanger and the break of seat belt. Then the seat belt would failed
to fulfill its mission. A frequent mistake is to claim that if there are
airbags in the vehicle, the seat belts are unnecessary. The role of a
safety belt is to hold the body of the passenger, in order to avoid
its approximation to the dashboard and than provide important
time and space to the expansion of the airbag. The airbag extends
by the speed of 200 km/h. The movement of unbelted passanger
is opposite what could mean the serious injury or death of such
unbelted passanger.For comparison, the boxer knocks his rival in
the ring with speed of 40 km/h. The speed of drive also raises a
formation of so called tunnel vision (fig. 3).

Table 1. The outlook distance of pedestrian which is moving at
a speed of 1 m / s, when crossing the street with width
of 10 m, in dependence on the speed of incoming vehicle
The speed
of incoming
vehicle [km/h]
50
60
70
80
90

The outlook distance of pedestrian [m]
Left side
153
183
214
244
275

Right side
153
183
214
244
275

Total
306
366
428
488
550

It is obvious, that not every pedestrian is able to see on distance
of 153 m if the vehicle goes by speed of 50km/h. Pedestrian even
doesn´t see on distance of 275 m if the vehicle goes by speed
of 90 km/h. The driver is relative safe during the collision with
pedestrian because the weight of vehicle is in disproportion
with weight of pedestrians. However, the situation changes if the
vehicle crashes with a fixed barrier, or collides with an oncoming
vehicle. If vehicles have the same weight, their speeds are averaged
and each of them has to absorb the same energy. In case that one
of them had a speed of 50 km/h and the second one had a speed
of 30 km/h, the average speed is 40 km/h. Every object tends
to maintain its state of motion, i. e. it tries to move by original
speed toward the original direction, as long as any power will not
stimulate to change its state of motion. The vehicle stops on the
deformation track front of the vehicle after the crash. Unbelted
transported people and things are moving further and hit the
dashboard at the original speed. The idea that the passenger is
able to resist the crash by simple force of his hands is naive. If
the vehicle´s deformation zone is 0,5 m, the vehicle slows on this
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Fig.3. The impact of vehicle´s speed to the creation of
pedestrian´s tunnel vision [4]

A person is able to perceive the environment in wide angle,
but the details can recognize only in a narrow angle. This angle of
sharp vision is even narrower with the increase of driving speed.
Figure 3 shows this effect. We can see exactly the change of view in
dependence of change in perception of details needed for correct
decision-making and reaction of responsible driver. At a speed of
90 km/h, the driver almost does not recognize that he is coming
to the crossroads nor a pedestrian walking on the left side of the
road. Also this fact has an influence to the speed reduction in the
village from 60 to 50 km/h

1.2 Distance for vehicle stopping
If the unexpected barrier or another serious reason to brake
appears in front of the vehicle, the vehicle will not stop immediately,
but on the distance entitled the distance for vehicle stopping. This
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distance consists of a distance passed by the vehicle during the
driver´s reaction and of a braking distance. The stopping distance
incorporates the distance passed by the vehicle during the delay of
braking (vehicle is moving at an unchanged) speed), the distance
passed during the braking deceleration (vehicle deceleration
increases from zero up to a mean fully developed deceleration)
and simple braking distance. The distance of braking delay and
rise of braking deceleration depends on the construction of brakes
and their technical condition. The distance of effective braking
depends on the speed and the road surface conditions (dust, snow,
ice, texture, material).
Fig. 4 shows the action which must happen in the brain of the
driver while he makes decision about braking the car.

Fig.4. Pedestrian crossing road [own work]

During this decision-making process the car is being moved
with the original speed and direction. Time that is necesary for
making decision is depented on the state and the concentration of
the driver. The concrete information about the reaction time of the
driver and the lane he passes with the car during this time with the
speed 90 km/h are shown in the table 2.
Table 2. The lane that the car passes wit the speed 90 km/h during
the reaction of the driver [own work]
The state of driver

The average
time of the
reaction [s]

The lane the
car passes [m]

attentive, concentrated, he expects
the signal

0,65

16,25

attentive, but he doesn´t expect
the signal

0.8

20

he concentrates his attention to
others activities that is related
to driving (gear change, forego,
observation of the side roads)

1.1

not attentive, he talks with his
fellow-travellers

1.6

40

indisposed because of tiredness or
illnes, he is drunk

2,0

50

27,5

The difference in the lane that is passed by car, which is driven
by concentrated or indisposed driver is 33,75 m. Let´s assume, that
the car from time, when the driver touch the controller of brake
until the time when he stop he will move with the full average
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centred braking deceleration about 7,5 m/s2 . If the driver in the
first case is able to stop in front of the barrier closely, in the second
case he will crash to the barrier with the speed 81 km/h. If the
barrier is a pedestrian, it will have the same result as the fall from
the height 25,8 metre. The driver very often underestimate the
fact that they have cold. While in some countries people don´t go
out without the protective guise on their face, in Slovakia nobody
cares about it either during driving. Although to sneeze means
that people close their eyes subconsciously and for about 1 second
he doesn´t perceive the surroundings. Next he is situated in the
role of the driver, who was speaking with his fellow-travellers
and then he has to get back his view about the surroundings. This
means that his car is moved 2,6 seconds without the corection of
the speed and direction. With the speed 90 km/h it means the lane
65 metres. If we use the previous example, the driver won´t realize
that he must brake and he crash to the barrier – pedestrian with
the unchanged speed 90 km/h. The statistics show, that if the car
hits the pedestrian with the speed 80 km/h the posibility that the
pedestrian will die is closed to one. Very often the lorry drivers
have the idea that their cars have higher number of tyres than car
so it means that they can better brake. However they must know
that not every car is able to brake with the same intensity. If on the
same surface and with the same speed (80km/h) the lorry and car
brake, the lorry will have longer braking distance (12 metres). If
full centred braking deceleration 7,5 m/s2 , it means, that while the
first car stops before the barrier, then the second one crashes to the
barrier with the speed 48 km/h.
Table 3 shows the effect that has the influence on the speed of
the ride to the stop of the car
Table 3. The speed of the ride and the lane that is need for braking
the car [own work]
The
speed
of ride
[km/h]

The lane
during the
reaction of
the driver
[m]

20

5,6

2,1

-

-

30

8,3

4,6

-

-

40

11,1

8,2

-

-

50

13,9

12,9

-

-

60

16,7

18,5

39,9

6,3

70

19,4

25,2

58,6

13,5

The
braking
lane of the
car [m]

The
speed
of crash
[km/h]

The
equivalent of
the fall from
the height [m]

80

22,2

32,9

74,0

21,5

90

25,0

41,7

87,8

30,3

100

27,8

51,4

100,0

39,3

Let´s assume, that in front of the driver the barrier will appear
in the distance of 27 metres, the car is in the perfect technical
condition and it´s able to slow down with the full centred braking
deceleration 7,5 m/s2. The driver´s reactional time will be 1 second.
For the demonstration the last column shows the height of the
fall for the energetic equivalent of the crashed energy. While the
driver that drives with the speed 50 km/h is able to stop in front of
the barrier, the driver who drives with the speed 60 km/h crashed
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to the barrier with the speed 39,9 km/h. Another important fact
is related to the speed. If the car wants to slow down e.g. about 20
km/h, with the same deceleration it will pass different distance.
The table 4 shows this information relatively clearly.
Table 4. The lane that is need for the change of speed with of 20
km/h during the slowing down 7,5 m/ s2 [own work]
Slowing down

from speed
100 km/h
80 km/h
60 km/h
40 km/h
20 km/h

to speed
80 km/h

60 km/h
40 km/h
20 km/h
0 km/h

The passed distance
18,5 m
14,4 m
10,3 m
6,2 m
2,1 m

The deceleration of the car is not constantly like we considered
in the table 4, but it differs with the speed and on the wet surfance
it changes very strongly with the depth of the groove of the
tyre profile. The change of adhesion which is consider to be the
„synonym“ of the braking deceleration of the car is shown in the
figure 5.

Fig. 5. The change of the adhesion of the wheel on the wet surfance
in dependence of the depth of the tyre profile and the speed
of driving [5]

2. Conclusion
In this article we would like to highlight the need to address
road safety and possible solutions have to be found in a wide
range of circumstances that may affect road safety.We wanted to
highlight the fact that the legislation related to road safety is fully
justified and should help to meet the 2020 target to reduce the
number of fatalities on the roads to the half of the number from
2010. Therefore, from the point of view of traffic safety we should
not neglect any of these factors.
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So the difference in the lane that is need for braking is more
distinct on the wet surfance. With the new tyre (8 mm) the
decrease of ability to brake in dependence from spped is about 10
%, the tyre with the groove of the tyre profile 2 mm will lost about
30 % and 1 mm of tyre profile means the decrease of more than 50
%. What is more, it is possible to see the breakage in the ability to
transfer the force with the speed 75 km/h. These are the reasons
why is the minimum groove of the tire profile of the summer tyre
determined to 1,6 mm.
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ABSTRACT
The authors of this publication provide selected achievements in the field of traffic modelling and simulation
based on cellular automata. Presented models and experimental studies carried out on the basis of their
application to simulate traffic movement. One of the most important aspects of traffic modelling is to use the
motion detection systems. The authors simulate the detectors, which in practice will implement as induction
loops. They contribute to the evaluation of queues at the intersection and entered the intersection to determine
whether to enter the intersection is possible, from the point of view of possibility of leaving that intersection.
Quantitatively characterizations are presented.
KEYWORDS: traffic micro-simulation, cellular automata, detection system

1. Introduction
The problem of street congestion is quite normal, in today’s
world. Therefore, the need to streamline the existing transportation
system is being observed. Of course, this can be interpreted in
different ways, e.g. by modeling and controlling the traffic or by
continuous education of drivers to show them incorrect behaviors
on the roads. For this purpose it is useful to have adequate
mathematical models (for example: based on cellular automata,
graph theory, multi-agent system and so on) and adequately
prepared computer applications (software). Publication [4] shows
the existing traffic models using cellular automata. Some of them
have been implemented and presented in the form of a system
available on Martin Treiber’s website [6]. This project includes a
few implemented traffic models. According to the information
presented on the project’s website, the author developed a simple
simulation environments for the traffic, accurately presenting the
dependences in traffic (back traffic jams, etc.).
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Unfortunately, the number of existing models (they do not
include all aspects of road traffic) and computer applications
(particularly those free for the users) is still insufficient.
Hence, in aspect of the analysis of existing models, the authors
have carried out a number of simulations for the crossroads
model initially introduced by [1] and extended in [4]. The main
idea of the research was to check whether the situating of motion
detectors can have an influence on the capacity of the crossroads
in question. A problem has been specified, whether and how a
queue of vehicles after the crossroads can be estimated so as to
prevent (with the use of traffic lights) vehicles from entering the
crossroads and blocking the road (fig. 1, cars: C1 and C2).

2. Model of crossroads with
detectors
In the field of cellular automata, the basic crossroads model is
that introduced by [1] which is comprised of a grid of cells of NxN
size, with one-way streets parallel to X and Y axes allowing for
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moving north and east. After a set number of cells (D), the streets
intersect, forming crossroads without the possibility of changing
direction. Traffic lights are present at these crossroads changing
after a set period of time (T), with the cycles synchronized so that
at each of the crossroads the lights are the same color for a given
driving direction. The transfer function is similar to that of [5]. It
varies only in the braking step, where additional factors needed to
be considered, such as distance from traffic lights, their color and
the time of light change. Further development of this model has
led to one of a crossroads with multiple lanes.
In such models, the situation shown in Fig. 1 is possible.

inductive loops, two-state detectors allowing to detect whether
there is an object (vehicle) situated at a certain point.
The model applies to crossroads of two-lane and two-way roads,
assuming that the distance between crossroads does not need to be
identical. One cell of automata can be free or busy (then it has the
numerical value: Vj,i = 0, 1, …, Vmax, where j is the number of ways,
i – the number of cell for which the vehicle’s speed is set at the road
section).
Extending the existing crossroads models concerns the use of
the detector (for example: inductive loop) behind the crossroads
(Fig. 2). The transition function, like in model [1], consists of 4
stages, but the second one (braking) was modified; stages: 1, 2 and
4 are consistent with the model [5]:
1. acceleration – vehicles whose speed (Vj,i) at time t is less than
Vmax, increase it by one:
V j ,i  Vmax o V j ,i

Fig. 1. Model may lead to the crossroads’ blocking [1]

V j ,i  1

,

(1)

where Vj,i – the speed of a vehicle situated on the road number
j and the cell number i;
2. braking – if the traffic lights at the next crossroads is on with a
color:
tred and
V j ,i ! min(d j ,i , s j ,i ) o V j ,i

min(d j ,i , s j ,i ),

(2)

tor: green and
d j ,i ! s j ,i  p j ,l o V j ,i

min(V j ,i , d j ,i ),

(3)

min(d j ,i , s j ,i ),

(4)

tor: green and
(a)

(b)

d j ,i d s j ,i  p j ,l o V j ,i

where dj,i – the distance from the vehicle located in the cell
number i and road number j to the next vehicle, sj,i – the distance
from the vehicle located in the cell number i and road number j
to the next traffic lights, pj,l – the distance from the traffic lights
on the road number j to the inductive loop placed behind the
crossroads;
3. a random event – with a given probability, the cars reduce their speed by one:
V j ,i ! 0  P  p o V j ,i

(c)
Fig. 2. Extended crossroads model: (a) with a motion detector
situated behind the crossroads (detector marked with a grey
field), (b) with two motion detectors situated behind the
crossroads (two gray squares), (c) with a system of multiple
motion detectors (four gray squares)

In order to avoid this phenomenon, in [4] the authors worked
out a model with traffic detection system. This work is the
continuation of research carried out in this direction. An extended
crossroads model with motion detection has been presented (Fig.
2) and a simulation has been conducted and compared with the
basic model. In this case motion detection has been simulated as
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V j ,i  1,

(5)

twhere P – the random variable, p – the probability of appearance
of random event;
4. a move – vehicles move through the number of cells as their
speed was, the time variable changes the value: t=t+1.

3. Experimental Results
In order to prove the correctness of the model, experimental
research was conducted and its results have been presented as a
comparison with model [1].
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changes to red when for the direction with green light there
are vehicles in the two marked spaces and none in the respective cells for the perpendicular direction,
6. a model with two detectors (similar to model 5), with the difference that based on the marked spots, the sum of velocities
in these cells is calculated, and if the sum for the direction with
green light is smaller than the one for the other direction, the
lights are switched.
Additionally, in all models with detectors, lights are switched
after a set period of time if a condition allowing for the change is
not met beforehand.
Fig. 3 presents simulation results for all developed models
considering the probability of random event occurrence. The
analysis showed an improvement in the capacity of the crossroads
fitted with motion detectors by c. 2000 vehicles throughout the
simulation period.
The next picture (fig. 4) presents the comparison of simulation
results for variable cars density (increasing congestion of analyzed
crossroads).

Fig. 3. Comparison of simulation results for all developed

models regarding probability of random event
occurrence
Various computer simulations have been prepared, focusing
on traffic light switching modes (marked 1-6 in fig. 3-5):
1. a basic model based on [1], without motion detectors; vehicles
enter the crossroads not checking whether it can be left, which
leads to blocking of the crossroads,
2. a model without motion detectors, cars do not enter the crossroads if there is no space behind it,
3. a model with a single motion detector (Fig. 2a), switching traffic light to red (TL1) when for the direction with green light
there is no more space behind the crossroads,
4. a model with multiple motion detectors (Fig. 2c); the TL1 light changes from green to red when the average speed on the
marked section of the road (grey color) of the direction with
green light is lower than the average speed of the other (perpendicular) direction,
5. a model with two motion detectors (Fig. 2b); the TL1 light
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Fig. 4. Comparison of simulation results for developed models for
variable vehicle density (increasing congestion of analyzed
crossroads)
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A cellular automaton of periodic boundary conditions was
used for the simulation.
The influence of light switching times has been presented with
two examples (model 2 – fig. 5a and model 5 – fig. 5b). In the latter
case a situation of reaching full capacity (no vehicle is stuck in a
traffic jam) from the value of 10 is visible, whereas models 1 and 5
are convergent in the range 0-10.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Results of selected models in terms of maximal time between
light switching: (a) comparison of basic model and model 2,
(b) comparison of basic model with model 5

The results of the tests allow to conclude that the detection
system (e.g. inductive loops) effectively minimize the risk of conflict
situations and prevent blocking of vehicles at crossroads. Obviously,
a key aspect is the appropriate location of inductive loops. The
developed models and conducted experiments have showed the
influence of the placement of motion detectors and the method
of interpretation of signals from the detectors on the capacity of
crossroads.
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4. Conclusion
In this work the problems of traffic simulation on two-lane
roads have been presented. A model described in [4], based on
cellular automata, including motion detectors as traffic lights
controlling mechanisms has been utilized. A novelty in the work
was placing the detectors behind the crossroads and checking
their influence on the capacity of that crossroads.
A few crossroads models with motion detectors have been
developed. All of them have been tested in the simulation process
with the results compared. An increase in the capacity with the use
of motion detection situated behind crossroads has been proved.
Further research will be conducted in an attempt to estimate
the regularities stemming from the use of motion detectors both
in front of and behind crossroads.
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ABSTRACT
Many cities in the world, including cities in Europe, implement a policy aimed at improving the attractiveness of
alternatives modes to a private car. The literature often shows impressive changes in the modal split in favour
of environmentally friendly means of transportation (public transportation, cycling, going on foot). Because
individual cases do not decide of the success of European policies in the field of sustainable transport development,
the article summarizes the statistics of modal split of traffic for more than 300 cities in the last 10 years. The data
present a problem in Europe and contribute to the debate on changing the current approach to the issue.
KEYWORDS: modal split, sustainable development, alternative transportation

1. Introduction
The problem of efficient transport of persons and loads using
the existing and planned transport systems constitutes one of the
basic contemporary challenges. This problem increases in particular
in city centres where an increasing number of passenger cars often
causes a phenomenon of severe congestion. The main question
asked by persons, who influence the shaping of city transport
systems concerns the method of improving this situation.
An analysis of various initiatives proposed and subsequently
implemented by EU member states provides grounds for considering
the first decade of the 21st century to be a period of permanent
interest in the problem of mobility. The EU policy was reflected,
amongst other things, in successive White Papers [25 - 26], setting
the road for improving the existing situation through actions
forcing changes in the modal split of traffic. The guidelines concern
e.g. the share of group transport, changes in the sources of energy
used or an increase in the importance of rail transport.
The article focuses on presenting statistics concerning the modal
split of traffic on a European scale. Data for the years 2001 to 2011
concerning over 300 European cities were analysed. Describing such
phenomena in this way allows for showing the transport problem
from a perspective other than the local one. It also constitutes
premises for evaluation of the existing approach in this area.
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2. Basic trends in changes in the
modal split of traffic
The modal split results from choices made by travellers. Subjective
choices of single persons provide, as a result, a picture of the split of
traffic into means of transport (mobility methods) for a specific area.
In such an approach, the modal division can be understood as an
assessment of actions performed at an urban, regional or national
level, as shaping the transport policy towards pro-ecological mobility
methods. There are examples of towns implementing solutions aimed
at decreasing the number of passenger cars in their centres. However,
still too many cities introduce such solutions only at selected points.
The lack of comprehensive approach results in a poor improvement
in the situation or even in no improvement.
An analysis of data from 318 European cities has allowed
to define basic trends in changes with reference to the share of
individual mobility methods1. A general comparison of data for
consecutive years has allowed for obtaining lines of the trend
defined for various mobility methods (Figure 1). Efforts to change
habits of persons travelling in passenger cars bring results in the
form of a decrease in the use of this means of transport. However,
the decrease in this value is too small, considering the period of
1
Because of the data availability, four mobility methods have been distinguished
(passenger car, public transport, bicycle, walking).
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10 years. At the same time, the data show a growing trend towards
travelling by bicycle. A decrease in the share in public transport
can be seen over a period of 10 years, however, a growing trend
has been observed in the last three years.
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shares of individual mobility methods in traffic and defining the
possible dispersion of data, division rows were prepared in which
10 identical class ranges were distinguished. The data obtained are
presented in Table 2 in the form of relative frequencies, as divided
into consecutive years of the analysis. The most constant range
of occurrence in traffic applies to pedestrian travel. The majority
of data for nearly all years of the analysis fell within the range
of 20-30%. The situation is similar for bicycle travel – in this case
the percentage share below 10% prevails. On the other hand, the
highest dispersion and variability prevailing in consecutive years are
characteristic of the share of passenger cars in traffic. To visualize
the degree of data dispersion more effectively, the values of standard
deviation and the coefficient of variation presenting deviation per
the mean unit [17] defined by the following formula (1):

WALK

Fig. 1. A comparison of the trend lines for the share of various
mobility methods in traffic [own work]

Table 1 contains a comparison of values for the beginning and end
years of the analysis period. By taking this perspective, a higher share
of public transport in traffic can be assumed in 2011 as compared to
2001.
Table 1. Comparison of average share of various mobility methods
for the beginning and end years of the analysis (2001 and
2011) [own work]
Mode
of transport
Cars
Public Transport
Bike
Walk

Average
values of
modal split in
2001
49.3
19.7
7.1
23.9

(1)

Table 2. Comparison of relative frequencies of the share of individual
mobility methods in traffic in the years 2001-2011 [own
work]
Years

Intervals
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Cars

Average values
of modal split in
2011

Comparison
[%]

44.6
20.3
9.2
25.9

-9.56
2.87
30.04
8.05

3. Relative frequency and modal
split of traffic in Europe
Changes made for individual cities should constitute coherent
plans distinguishing both restrictive actions for passenger cars
and supporting alternative mobility methods. Only an integrated
approach to the problem allows changing the transport behaviour
of travellers. Experience of numerous cities shows that the use of
various solutions in the field of transport telematics can support the
achievement of the aforementioned goals effectively (including [8
– 9, 12]). Such actions should also include organizational changes
and the use of education for shaping the transport behaviour
of future generations. The developed strategies, in accordance
with basic principles of sustainable development [10], should be
preceded by extensive studies of needs pertaining to mobility [22 23]. Otherwise, if there is no comprehensive approach, the results
will not be consistent with the preliminary assumptions of created
developmental strategies. Some of analysed European cities
revealed “considerable remoteness” from the most frequent values.
With a view to presenting the degree of values clustering and
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Table 2. Comparison of relative frequencies of the share of individual
mobility methods in traffic in the years 2001-2011 [own work]

PT / CARS
4,50
4,00
3,50

Measure

Years

3,00
2,50

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
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1,00
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0,50
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12.69
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12.55
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13.13

15.51
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15.34

14.94

15.55
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0,00
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2008
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2010

2012

2010

2012

2010
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4. Alternative modes of
transportation and passenger
cars
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8,00

in the preceding chapters, independent shares of individual
mobility methods were considered. As the basic aim of the actions
taken involves changing the ratio between the number of trips in
a passenger car and other means of transport, it is advisable to
determine changes in these ratios in the analysed period (20012011). Figures 2 and 3 present graphic changes in the proportion
values: public transport: passenger car; bicycle: passenger car;
pedestrian trip: passenger car and the total share of all three
alternative methods of travelling as compared to the passenger
car share in traffic. In the case of maximum values, a high data
dispersion is conspicuous. Table 3 contains a comparison of values
for the beginning and end years of the analysis period. From 2009,
changes in the direction of alternative mobility methods can be seen.
However, it is too early to conclude that this situation constitutes a
permanent positive trend and will prevail in the nearest future.
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Fig. 2. Shares of alternative mobility methods as compared to the
share of passenger cars in traffic in European cities in the
years 2001-2011 (extreme values and means)
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Table 3. Comparison of average shares of alternative mobility
methods to the share of passenger cars in traffic for
beginning and end years of the analysis (2001 and 2011)
[own work]
Mode
of transport

Average
values
(2001)

Average
values
(2011)

Comparison
(2001/2011) –
100%

Public Transport

0.51

0.56

9.85

Bike

0.16

0.24

50.16

Walk

0.55

0.74

35.44

PT + Bike + Walk

1.22
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26.73

0,40
0,20
0,00
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PT/CARS

BIKE/CARS

WALK/CARS

(PT+BIKE+WALK)/CARS

Fig. 3. Cumulative breakdown of the variability of the values of
alternative ways of travelling as compared to the share of
passenger cars in traffic in European cities in the years 2001-2011

4. Conclusion
Although messages of the European Commission present general
suggestions concerning the development of transport in the European
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Union, member states (on a national level) and even European cities
are obliged to define an appropriate strategy for development. This
strategy should lead to mode balancing in a longer perspective. As
regards the issues covered in this article, the balancing refers to the
necessity of changing the travelling behaviour and decreasing the
share of passenger cars in city traffic to replace it with other ecological
travelling methods (public transport, cycling, pedestrian travel).
An analysis of data concerning the modal split from over 300
European cities allows showing a general situation. The problem of
too slow a decrease in the share of trips in a passenger car in traffic
can be observed here. A general declining trend for the share of
public transport trips is also an alarming phenomenon, however, an
increase in this value has been observed in the last 3 years. Certainly,
an increase in the share of bicycle traffic should be emphasized.
The collected data pertaining to modal splits in numerous
European cities should be supplemented with accurate information
concerning the scope of the developmental strategy adopted in these
cities as well as the travelling behaviour of travellers and the
influence of external factors. Only these data put together will
allow for establishing justified modal split models in a general form
[14]. Appropriate models will make it possible to support cities in
defining more effective directions for development and will facilitate
making decisions concerning individual initiatives.
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ABSTRACT
Interaction between the driver and transport telematics is the focus of this paper. In its first part, methods of
attracting driver’s attention and affecting them were analysed, with the use of feasible information displays.
Potential hazards were also investigated. It latter part, research regarding driver attitude towards route planning
using in-vehicle telematics was presented.
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1. Introduction
Traffic Control Systems have been developed for many years,
and ultimately started to make use of telematics solutions. That way
Intelligent Transport Systems were born. Nowadays, the term ITS
is commonly associated with interactive systems designed to collect,
process and distribute information concerning surface transport. That
purpose integrated information solutions and telecommunications
technology are used as part of road infrastructure and often coming
with in-vehicle equipment.
Intelligent Transport Systems provide a channel for exchanging
information between infrastructure components, vehicles, drivers
and other transport users maintained by traffic centres in a way
that information critical for the recipient are fed in real time and
in a digestible form [9]. The widest group of ITS system users are
the drivers themselves, whose vehicles are ever more commonly
equipped with on-board telematics. Those systems are supposed
to support driving, however, they could also have a negative
influence on driver behaviour, or could even potentially cause
accidents. Above issues give grounds for writing this paper.

2. New technologies and their
impact on users
Acceptance for new technical solutions is closely linked with
psychomotor abilities. It has been proved that age, intelligence
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and frequency of using modern technical solutions and gismos
determines what attitude one has towards latest technical crazes
and solutions [1, 4]. Research that has gone into this matter
seems particularly important in the last few years, where the
development of telecommunications and IT has been immensely
dynamic. A conclusion may be drawn that people uninterested in
using computers, mobile phones or recently popular smartphones
and tablets have every right and can afford to abstain from those
solutions in their everyday lives. In terms of telematics that same
choice is very much limited given current trends in the automotive
sector and inevitable world-wide presence of ITS systems.

2.1 Human - ITS communication
According to what has been written in the introductory part,
ITS is charged with collecting, managing and sharing information
that has direct connection to the transport process. Different sensors
are used for that purpose, ICT systems and MMI interfaces (ManMachine Interface) installed both in road-side infrastructure as well
as the vehicles themselves. Sensors and communication system may
very well run in the background remaining unnoticed by the drivers
who are oblivious to their presence, however, communication
interfaces are the evident manifestation of each of those systems
surrounding the driver [7].
MMI interfaces may be broken down into two groups: First one
is the road-side infrastructure devices. They include road signals,
variable message signs and Dynamic Route Guidance Systems. Road
signals may be classified as widely known and popular solutions
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which directly control road traffic. Variable message signs and
boards are more of a advisory systems, which do not have to be
observed by the driver. Acceptance for those solutions among the
drivers is very high, because both the signals and other interfaces are
widely-known from former solutions used on roads for many years.
Among the differences emerging from introduction of ITS systems
is that a predefined signal cycle may be interrupted and adjusted due
to disruption or extraordinary event e.g. coming through emergency
vehicle (e.g. ambulance, vehicle carrying hazardous materials,
police etc.). The same applies to variable message signs and notice
boards, however, the content they present are dynamically adjusted
to address current weather conditions and events which could affect
routing.
The other group of interfaces are telematics-enabled devices
installed on-board vehicles. It receives the biggest attention from
car manufacturers and is used for marketing campaigns convincing
potential buyers to settle their choice on any particular brand.

Fig. 1. Dashboard of a car equipped with telematic system

In-vehicle MMI interfaces may be classified under two
categories. Visual systems are the first one. Information about
vehicle status and its surround are: instrumentation and controls
housed by the dashboard, gauges, displays located at dashboard
height and semi-transparent panel glued to the windshield. It is
worth pointing out that ten years back only luxury segment cars
were equipped with information displays. Owners of different cars
could retro fit additional, standalone PNA solutions. Nowadays
on-board, built-in displays ever-often come as standard in midrange, middle segment cars. Head up displays have been emulated
by car manufacturers after military aviation and are rather rarely
used, however, over the next decade a change in that respect shall
be expected, since this solutions is more natural for the driver and
less distracting than conventional instrumentation.
The other interface category is sound systems. At the beginning
they were based on primitive sound communication using a
repository of pre-recorded messages which were intended to draw
driver’s attention e.g. unfastened seatbelt, icy-bound road surface as
well as lights left on and windows open. Modern solutions ever more
frequently use voice commands much more natural for people. At
the same time, in Europe still popular, although obsolete solution,
is German RDS (Radio Data System) using on-board radio to feed
road information. Nowadays, in age of advanced ICT solutions, IVR
(Interactive Voice Response), TTS (Text-To-Speech) are preferred
as well as VR (Voice Recognition). Those systems allow to convey
voice information about vehicle status, road situation, any potential
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traffic disruptions or road surface conditions. At the same time, the
driver can make voice commands concerning i.e. controlling the invehicle car audio, rerouting the navigation system, controlling builtin electronics (e.g. electric windows, door mirrors, driving mode
etc.), using mobile phone via the hands-free loudspeaker system
(remote calling), anti-vandal systems, eCall and emergency stop.

2.2 Driver distraction
Introduction of new telematics interfaces communicating
with the driver should be preceded by a scrupulous assessment of
benefits and potential hazards it causes. The overarching rule here
is “first, do no harm”, which should be reflected by ergonomics
of interfaces. Ergonomic, in-vehicle MMI telemactics interfaces
should be designed based on driver psychological tests. They may
provide answers as to how should an interface communicate with
the driver, what should be its intensity, how effective it is, how
easy to use etc. The very first, serious, research in that respect was
published by [3]. The design process is also influenced by human
reactions. The attempt to model them were undertaken in paper
[5]. According to the author, the reaction should be assessed by
impact of persuasion on driver reaction rate.
The fundamental hazard caused by new telematics-enabled
devices is driver distraction and its level depending on external
stimulus. Police statistics should serve as documentation for this
problem. They indicate the number of road collisions caused by
driver distraction due to phone conversation during driving,
momentary loss of attention by checking PNA device or on-board
display. Unfortunately, according to information provided by
the Spokesperson of the National Police Commander in Chief,
at this time there is no such research. It is only the press, who
present more spectacular cases. Influence of GPS devices of driver
behaviour has been somewhat documented by the paper [6].
How a driver is at ease using information fed be telematicsenabled systems depends on driver’s age, driving experience and
literacy using given interface. Driver`s fatigue also plays an important
role. All of the above-mentioned factors should determine volume
level of sound messages, size of button displayed on MMI screen as
well as colour scheme and size of provided information. To author’s
best knowledge, there is no such research, which would concern
developing telematics into a more adaptive system. Box-standard,
off-the-shelf solutions installed currently in vehicles have little
flexibility in presented displayed content. Consequently, there is a
need for wider research and analysis in that respect.

2.3 Driver Acceptance for Telematics-Enabled
Technology
Advances in automotive technology, particularly in recent
years, have led to popularising and widespread use of in-vehicle
interfaces for hands-free phone calls, parking sensors and satellite
navigation (GPS). Majority of the drivers purchasing cars equipped
with the aforementioned, accept their function and use them.
Some of the drivers are particularly satisfied immediately after
the purchase, provided the devices are independent enough not
to require constant attention from the driver and their interface
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was successfully learned by the user. Among reasons behind
negative reception of the new, in-vehicle technology are: driver`s
age, complicated operation, problems with synchronization of
additional devices, extra fees for using the system or telematic
services.
A much more interesting aspect is driver`s assessment of
telematics interfaces over the long-term. Research results provided
by author of this paper are indicative of that. Some of the drivers
who initially were enthusiastic about the new on-board telematicsenabled features, after some time, become accustomed to the system
and eventually indifferent to it. On the other hand, the drivers with
reservations towards the new technology at the start, with time
became more at ease with it and ultimately showed acceptance for
it. Among people from the latter group, change in attitude was often
caused by third parties as well as random events, when telematics
worked, assisted rectifying a predicament and thus made its mark.
The last factor critical for acceptance of telematics system is
its effectiveness. Should driver notice certain deficiencies and
shortcomings in its operation, it might cause disappointment and
deter from further use.

3. Travel planning and new ITS
solutions
New, in-vehicle driver aiding devices have a far reaching
impact on changing route planning. In this part of the paper,
research results concerning usability of telemactics solutions and
their impact on travel planning were presented. The example
shows American drivers commuting to work and returning home,
travelling in total 80 km between Laurel, MD and Dale City, VA
between 6:30 am and 6:30 pm. Drivers were using a road network
consisting of 55 nodes all of which could have been used to
alternate the commuting route. The research was conducted in
August and September of 1999 over 39 business days.

Fig. 2. Road network between Dale City and Laurel [8]

Examined drivers were divided into two groups. The first
driver group did not use telematics-enabled devices, the other
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one did. The former was further divided into individuals who
were guided by their experience and habits and did not alternate
their route and those who often would take the risk to change the
route because of current road situation. For the second group, it
was considered whether the satellite navigation could operate in
a perfect manner i.e. the system is able to plan and compute the
actual quickest possible route.

3.1 Analysis of the decision making process
The decision about the route is determined above all by
assessment of road and weather conditions. They were divided
into three groups:
tFavourable - little traffic, good atmospheric conditions,
tAverage - traffic density typical for given route, moderate
weather conditions,
tDifficult - high traffic volumes, disruptions expected due to
accidents, moderate or bad weather conditions.
The driver makes the assessment every time before setting off
and has an influence on when the journey starts. As far as the first
group of drivers is concerned, the assessment is based on weather
conditions and information about traffic situation provided by
media (radio, TV, internet). Having departed, those drivers relied
solely on their own assessment of road conditions. Regarding
drivers using an electronic support system e.g. ATIS (Advanced
Traveller Information Services) the route and route assessment were
provided by the telematics system and was updated en route. Both
the drivers using telematics and those who did not, made their own
decision about setting off based on information they gathered.

3.2 Research results
Results of the experiment were illustrated in table 1. Initially
it was noted, that the group using an electronic support system
made a more informed decision about commencing the journey.
It was also established, that the group exposed to the biggest risk of
delay was the one not using telematics-enabled devices and it also
often made the decision to change the route. Average delay in that
group was as high as 36 minutes. In case of drivers abstaining from
telematics solutions with full awareness, who planned the route
based on their experiences averaged a delay of 13 minutes. The
drivers using telematics-enabled devices receiving a live feed about
traffic situation were exposed to lowest risk of delay, because based
on that information, computer systems and routing algorithms
were computing the quickest route. Average delay of drivers using
ATIS was 7 minutes, whereas the probability of reaching destination
before projected arrival time was 0.92. In contrast, the “aggressive”
drivers had a 0.78 chance of arriving in time.
Such driver`s experiences with using telematic systems could
incentivise greater trust towards those solutions and consequently
facilitate managing the traffic, where ITS systems were used. On
the other hand, it is worth bearing in mind that trust could be
quickly depleted should the systems fail to produce expected
benefits to the drivers.
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M. SUMIŁA

On-Time
Reliability

Lateness
Risk

Average
Monthly ESD

Maximum
Observed ESD

Average
Monthly LSD

Maximum
Observed LSD

In-Vehicle
Travel Time

Trip Distance

[%]

[h]

[min]

[min]

[min]

[min]

[km]

Conservative
Non-User

90

10

2.8

43

13

28

62.1

80.8

Aggressive
Non-User

78

22

1.4

29

36

43

63.1

80.8

ATIS User

92

8

1.6

32

7

19

62.2

81.2

100

0

0

0

0

0

61.3

80.8

Commuter

[%]

Optimal
Performance

Late Schedule
Delay
(LSD)

Early Schedule
Delay
(ESD)

Tab. 1. Travel time form Laurel to Dale City (USA) [8]

4. Conclusion
This paper focused on man-machine communication which
determines how in-vehicle telematics-enabled devices are designed
and on impact those solutions have on travel planning and alternating
it en route. Issues presented in the second chapter should be
perceived as starting ground for further research. Experiences
achieved in that fashion should stimulate further development of
ITS communication interfaces coming standard on-board vehicles.
Findings of the American research presented in third chapter give
valuable, yet today somewhat out of date, grounds for accepting
ITS solutions in Poland. It is especially important just prior to
introducing in Poland the National Traffic Management System
(KSZR) which is about to go on-line in 2014. It is planned to be
integrated with CCTV surveillance of road surface and variable
message signs informing about road situation and free parking
spaces. It is important that at the preliminary stage, KSZR creators
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conduct a broad-based research into technological as well as
psychological aspects of influence the newly-built system will have
had on the drivers.
An additional incentive to start researching impact of telematicsenabled devices is a EU directive stipulating that from 2015 going
forward, every car in EU has to be equipped with eCall automated
emergency call for road accidents.
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